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THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1993

Mum
MURRAY KY 42071

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, June 24, in the
council chambers of City Hall.

INSIDE
*FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— National Resources Cabinet
officials acknowledged they
may have to close down some
landfills, but insist it is better
to do so now. Page 3
*CHICAGO — A gracious
but tired Michael Jordan
received his third consecutive
trophy and new car for being
the most valuable player in the
NBA Finals and said Wednesday he was looking forward to
a summer without basketball.
Page 8
*GREENUP, Ky. (AP) —
Naomi Deane Norris Stuart,
widow of Kentucky poet laureate and writer Jesse Stuart,
died at 85 following an
extended illness. Page 13
*NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists say they have discovered a belt of asteriods relatively close to Earth. But the
chunks are so small they
would probably explode in the
atmosphere with little damage
if they collided with the Earth.
Page 13
•HAA'THORNE, N.Y. (AP)
— A man transformed beepers
into lethal James Bond-style
miniguns, winding up in jail
after complaining to police
that others were stealing his
idea, police said. Page 18

FORECAST
Tonight, thunderstorms likely,
especially late. Low in the lower
70s. South wind around 10 mph.
Chance of rain 60 percent. Friday, thunderstorms likely. High
80 to 85. Rain chances 60
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 83'
359.0, -0.1; below 302.0, -0.7
BARKLEY — 81°
359.1, 0.0; below 303.0, -0.8
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Kurds stage attacks in five European countries
The Associated Press
Militant Kurds attacked Turkish embassies, consulates and
businesses in five European
countries today, taking hostages
and staging violent protests in a
coordinated series of actions. At
least one protester died.
The militants — demanding an
end to Turkish military campaigns against Kurdish separatists
— staged attacks in Germany,
Switzerland, France, Sweden and
Denmark. One Kurd died and
seven people were wounded in a

Senate nears
passage of
deficit bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate rebuffed a last-gasp Republican effort to kill the proposed
gasoline tax increase today and
prepared for expected passage of
a giant Democratic deficitreduction package.
By a mostly party-line 50-48
vote, lawmakers rejected an
amendment by Sen. Don Nickles,
R-Okla., that would have shrunk
the Democratic measure by
removing the new tax on motor
fuels.
The Democratic bill largely
follows President Clinton's formula of tax increases and spending cuts. A vote on final passage
was expected tonight, and White
House officials were predicting
victory.
"It's going to be a tough vote,
a close vote," White House
Budget Director Leon Panetta
said on ABC today. "But I think
in the end we'll have the votes
because the members (of the
Senate) understand that there is
no other alternative but to put
this plan in place."
Asked this morning if the bill
would pass. Clinton crossed his
fingers and said, "We're working
on it."
His spokeswoman, Dec Dee
Myers, said the bill did not have
enough votes going into today.
but "by the end of the day we
will have them."
The House approved a similar
bill last month. Senate passage
would lead to negotiations
between the House and Senate

INDEX

gunbattle at the Turkish embassy
in Bern, Switzerland.
Kurds have fought for years
against the Turkish government
for independence of the Kurdish
region in southeastern Turkey.
But today's attacks represented
one of the largest single campaigns of Kurdish violence in
Europe.
In Munich, Germany. about 20
people were taken hostage at the
Turkish consulate by a group of
armed men. In Marseille, France,
four Kurds claiming to have

bombs surrendered after holding
10 people hostage for about three
hours in the Turkish consulate.
The attackers also hit Turkishowned banks and travel offices in
Frankfurt, Berlin, Hamburg. Bremen and Cologne and elsewhere
across western Europe shortly
after opening times. Attackers
broke windows and smashed
furniture.
In Ankara, the Turkish government demanded the attackers be
captured and sent to Turkey for
prosecution. Germany's govern-

ment also condemned the attacks.
Some major attacks were
staged:
—In Switzerland, shooting
broke out between Kurdish protesters and Turkish officials when
about 50 Kurds tried to storm the
embassy in Bern. One Kurd died
from his wounds and seven people were injured, including a
Swiss policeman. A passer-by
was slightly injured in Zurich,
where Kurds attacked a Turkish
travel agency and a bank.
—In Lyon, France, Turkish

WHAT SHOULD I TAKE?
e

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday.
Friday; 8 am.-noon Saturday

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE. 753-1916
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Cable holds
to decision
By AMY WILSON
Although local broadcast stations have indicated a possibility
of removing local and network
programming if cable stations do
not pay for transmission rights,
cable stations are standing firm.
"Imposing a fee on us for what
everyone else gets free is not
right," said Teresa Pickett oi
Cablevision in Benton.
Cablevision operates the cable
system in Calloway County.
Time Warner Cable is the parent
company of Murray Cablevision.
"This summer is a negotiating
period and what we are hyping
will happen is we will .work
together so the customers will
receive the same service,"
said.
Under the 1992 Cable
al broadcasters were given the
choice of requiring cable SN stcfn
to carry their stations on a guar anteed basis (must Larry) or
demand payment (retransmis 10N
consent).
The law also calls for regulation and perhaps a rollback of
rates charged to cable
subscribers.
"This whole law affects everything we do," Pickett said. "It
will take several months for it all
to unfold."
Cablevision has announced it
is offering broadcasters a free
channel on local cable systems in
exchange for permission to carry
the broadcasters' stations on the
cable system.
"It is a creative alternative se

4111mir

About 325 new freshman
flocked to Murray State University Tuesday arid Wednesday for Summer Orientation.
Students spent time with
their academic advisers
(above) working on their
class schedules for the fall.
Summer Orientation counselor Bridgette Burnette helps
a fellow Murrayan, Richard
Wilson, put his schedule
together. This is the second
of three summer orientations
this summer.

AMY WILSON:Ledge. & T,rnes photo

III TURN TO PAGE 2

State may lose $11 million for failing to act
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky stands to lose nearly
$11 million for highway construction because it has no seatbelt law or one lifting the driver's
licenses of convicted drug
offenders.
Both measures are mandatory
under federal highway acts,

which give each state until Oct. 1
to pass them. In order for Kentucky to comply, Gov. Brereton
Jones would have to call a special
legislative session during the next
three months.
Kentucky is one of five states
that does not have a safety belt

law.
If Kentucky does not act, about
S2 million — or 1Y2 percent —
of the state's 1995 federal aid
highway apportionment would be
transferred from the Transportation Cabinet's highway construction fund to the Kentucky State
Police's highway safety program.

Help From Strangers
Community helps Russian boy
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

OFFICE INFO

• TURN TO PAGE 2

Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

III TURN TO PAGE 2
One Section — 18 Pages
10
Arts/Entertainment
14-16
Classifieds
17
Comics
1-7
Crosswords
17
Dear Abby
16
Horoscope
5-7
Murray Today
13
Obituaries
4
Perspective
8, 9
Sports

Consul General Erdal Gurol said
attackers broke consulate windows and yelled slogans of the
separatist Kurdish Workers' arty, which is banned in furkc as
a terrorist group.
—In Stockholm, Swed...n
police said the Tarki.,h tourist
office was attacked by five
unidentified men but no one was
•
injured.
—In Copenhagen, Denmark,
police said attackers smashed

Strangers reached out to
strangers.
One little Russian boy benefitted from that unselfish
generosity.
Cultural boundaries, language
barriers and financial restraints
did not stop Tamara and Dmitry
Alexeev.
Nine-year-old Dimtry was
struck by an illness known as
"infantile paralysis" by doctors in
Rostov-on-don, a city located 18
hours by train south of Moscow.
When Dr. Ruth Jacquot, director of the Center for Environmental Education at Murray State
University, was on an exchange
in Russia, she meet Tamara and
Dmitry.
That meeting changed the pattern of her life. Now she is working to help more Russian children
get modern medical treatment.
Jacquot said *Then she was

approached by Tamara to help used sign language and charades
Dmitry get much-needed medical to help understand one another.
"fhe didn't speak English and
attention last summer, she could
I didn't speak Russian. We had
not say no.
From that point on, Jacquot dictionaries but neither one of us
began her mission to get Dmitry could say a sentence.
"The thing I felt I accomto the United States for medical
plished most was being able to
treatment.
Thanks to a number of dona- communicate with her even when
I didn't know the language," she
tions and support, Jacquot was
six
in
said.
money
enough
raise
to
able
A translator was used when
months to get Dmitry and his
Tamara and Jacquot met with
mother to the United States in
Dmitry's doctors.
May.
While in Cleveland, Jacquot
"You don't do this kind of
said they heard of a family living
thing by yourself," she said. "I
there who was from Rostov -onfeel fortunate to be in a place
don.
where people will help those they
"We went to their home and
don't even know."
took us in," she said. "The
they
Jacquot was allowed to stay at
whole thing was like a fairy tale."
the Ronald McDonald house with
Dmitiry and Tamara are back
Tamara while Dmitry underwent
Russia and he is doing well.
in
a two-week treatment for Infandevised a plan for
Doctors
Cerebral
relativeParalysis, a
tile
enhancing Dmitry's abilities
ly non-fatal disease in the United
along with exercises and devices
States, at the Cleveland Clinic.
Communication was stifled.
but Jacquot said she and Tamara • TURN TO PAGE 2

The Federal Highway Administration already has withheld
nearly $9 million from the state
because it lacks the required
license revocation law. The
money could be regained if the
state passes the law by Oct. 1,
1995.
The $2 million in federal high-

way funds would more tf,an double his $1.6 million budget, said
Dave Salyers, commander 01 tL
state police's highway iatt-ty
branch.
"You'd think (state highway
contractors) would be raising a
real stink now," Salycrs said.

Rodent-carried virus claims
18th victim; more diagnosed
DENVER (AP) — The death of an 84-year-old woman from a
respiratory illness brings to 18 the number of deaths linked to a
rodent virus, health officials said Wednesday.
The south central Colorado woman developed symptoms of the
mysterious illness in early June and died Tuesday, Colorado Health
Department spokeswoman Amy Sage said. "She meets the ease
definition," Sage said.
A 34th person, a 26-year-old Marine corporal, was being treated
Wednesday for symptoms of the illness, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta said.
The man, on leave since June 7, had been outdoors in a rural
area about 70 miles northwest of Albuquerque, N.M., said Dr. Darwin Palmer, chief of the infectious disease division at Albuquerque
Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
Officials have found antibodies to the rodent-carried hantavirus
strain in 13 patients, including nine of the dead.
It wasn't known if the latest Colorado victim was tested for the
virus.
Medical officials believe patients become infected with hantavirus by inhaling particles from dried rodent droppings or urine or by
close contact with an infected rodent.
A northern Arizona Indian woman who died Tuesday became the
17th apparent victim of the illness.
Most of the cases have been on or near the 17-million-acre Navajo reservation, which encompasses parts of Arizona. New Mexico
and Utah. Five of the cases were in Colorado.
The CDC has said that three rodent species in the Four Corners
area — where Utah, New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado meet —
carry signs of hantavirus. The CDC said it found antibodies against
hantavirus in downs of deer mice, one pinon mouse and one
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Explosion at Yale injures
p
State's jobless rate tookjum professor; suspected Mail bomb
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
jumped to 7.1 percent in May
with a flood of new job seekers,
the state reported today.
The rate was 6.5 percent in
April and 5.9 percent in May
1992.
For the first time in 15 months,

wiggly

Shell

FROM PAGE 1
windows at the Turkish Airlines
office.
A hostage-taker at the Turkish
consulate in Munich, which was
surrounded by heavily armed
police, warned against storming
the building.
"We have taken every measure, have spread gasoline and
placed bombs," an attacker said
in a telephone interview with The
Associated Press bureau in Ankara, Turkey.
He would not say how long the
occupation would last. "We want
the massacre of Kurdish people
to end," he said. "Kurds want
their own country, they want to
be rid of all oppression."
Police in Munich said the
attackers had a machine pistol

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

Hw

UPS

a.m.- X p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-!t p.m.
641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-23X0

9
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LIEILI
C11361111

Fridays at 7 p.m.
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1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!

• 14 Games — $100 Each
• $500 Jackpot — (50) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter "1-1- — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
IConsolation Prize - 10% of -11- Jackpot, minimum $100)
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90-

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

and several handguns and
demanded that Chancellor Helmut Kohl act to make the Turkish
government stop oppressing the
Kurdish minority.
Munich police spokesman Walter Renner said two hostages in
the consulate were set free and
immediately received medical
attention — a man who appeared
to have suffered a heart attack
and a woman in shock.
Frankfurt police spokesman
Manfred Feist said two groups of
about 10 men each attacked two
Turkish banks in central Frankfurt, smashing furniture and
equipment in raids that lasted
only a few seconds. The groups
fled before police arrived.
The attacks did not immediate-

FROM PAGE 1
to help him communicate.
He also received dental care,
immunizations and surgery on his
foot, which was infected when he
got here. Apparently, it had not
been treated at all while he was
under a doctor's care in Russia,
Jacquot said.
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There were 5,000 new trade
jobs, mostly in retailing, automotive sales and building material
sales, the report said.
Kentucky lost another 200 coal
mining jobs during the period,
bringing the total loss since last
May to 2,500 jobs, the report
said.

NEW HAVEN. Conn.(AP) — A suspected mail bomb exploded
this morning at a Yale computer science building, critically injuring
a professor, authorities said.
The explosion occurred shortly before 8:30 a.m. on the fifth floor
of' Arthur K. Watson Hall, a computer science center, authorities
said.
The bomb went off in the professor's office, said Yale secretary
Sheila Wellington. Damage was confined to the office and there
were no signs of structural damage to the building, she said.
The professor, who was not immediately identified, was taken to
Yale-New Haven Hospital. where be was listed in critical condition. He suffered ,severe wounds to the abdomen, chest, face and
hands, and was being operated on at 10 a.m., hospital officials said.
Police spokeswoman Judith Mongillo said the explosion was
caused by law bomb. U.S. Postal inspectors and investigators
from the FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms
were called to the scene.
On Tuesday, a mail bomb exploded at the home of a prominent
geneticist at the University of California at Berkeley. Dr. Charles
Epstein, 59, lost several fingers after opening the parcel and was
hospitalized in fair condition. There was no indication the two incidents were linked.

ly appear related to violence that
followed the firebombing deaths
of five Turks in the western German city of Solingen in late May,
though there was an indirect link
with a rampage Tuesday in the
Munich offices of Focus
magazine.
The magazine had interviewed
the leader of the Kurdish Workers' Party, Abdullah Ocalan, and
quoted him as saying he
approved German attacks on
Turks.
On Saturday, the magazine
said, four Kurds went to the
office to protest that Ocalan had
been misquoted. On Tuesday,
four men went into the office,
smashed art works and wrecked
computers and furniture, and
escaped.

•Cable holds...

•Community...

For Your Lornenience 'Sobs Oilers

ivt•I

summer jobs, the report said.
More than 12,000 of the new
job seekers failed to find one,
however, it said.
The largest gain was in farming, which accounted for 6,100
new jobs. They included tobacco
seuing, hay harvesting and soil
preparation.

III Kurds stage...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pick 3
8-0-0
The Pick
2-7-10-21-23-34-37-53
Lotto
9-18-24-33-35-38

the national rate — 6.7 percent
— was lower than Kentucky's
rate, a report by the Cabinet for
Human Resources said.
The number of Kentuckians
looking for jobs increased by
31,300 from April to May, when
seasonal work traditionally
increases and students look for

All Dmitry's medical care was
funded by an anonymous donor.
Jacquot was able to raise the
$1,600 needed to fly the two
from Moscow to the United
States.
"All I had to do was ask (for
the money). I didn't have to beg.
People were very giving," Jacquot said.
Contributions came from colleagues across the state and
churches.
One of the most important
aspects from this mission, she
said, is that people can make a
real difference.
"In Rostov-on-don, at this
point, they don't offer help.
There is no socialization of medicine, no immunizations. They just
want to ignore them," Jacquot
said.
Tamara is trying to change
that. Jacquot said Tamara, who is
a school principal, is trying to set
up a rehabilitation school that
will help integrate people with
diseases and handicaps into
society.
"We will try to go beyond
helping one kid," she said. "That
is what makes the story even
more meaningful.
They are also trying to set up
an internship program so that
American students can train in
Russia. Jacquot said the exchange
program, which has been functional for more than two years, is
successful.
"They (Russians) just think
Murray is a heaven," Jacquot
said.

Kentucky Lake Lots
All lots are wooded and most have beautiful views of Kentucky Lake
Waterfront lots qualify with T.VA. for boat dock application. From
$2,950/loi to $29,500/lot.
Owner financing available with 25% down and monthly
payments over a 3-6 year period with 1091) interest.
Located 15 miles from Murray, KY and 12 miles from Paris
Landing, TN, State Park.

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTHODGNEEMAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
•

FROM PAGE 1
arc offering," Pickett said.
In a press release issued by
Cablevision, Gene Brock, regional general manager for 'the Kentucky region, said the innovative
idea signals the cable system's
willingness to cooperate with
broadcasters.
"While Cablevision will not
agree to anything that forces
cable subscribers to pay extra for
stations that other TV viewers get
for free, we are open to alternatives which deliver added value
to our customers," Brock said.
"We believe that broadcasters
and cable have a responsibility to
work together to make sure that
decisions made by broadcasters
under the new federal law are in
the best interest of consumers,"
Brock said.
"This offer reflects a cooperative approach and we hope the
broadcasters accept it in the same
spirit it was offered."
Of the 40 broadcast station in
the Kentucky region, 18 chose
"must carry" and 17 chose
"retransmission consent." Five
stations have not notified Cablevision about their decisions.
The FCC has set a deadline of
Oct. 6 for an agreement to be
reached between the cable stations and the local broadcast
stations.

"We have always carried
broadcast stations on our channel
lineup because they historically
have provided valuable programming that our customers want to
see," Ferguson said.
"But this arrangement has
always been mutually beneficial.
Broadcasters receive increased
advertising revenue due to cable
viewers, we provide a more desirable package of programming to
the customer and customers are
provided the widest possible
choice of viewing options."
Pickett said the absolute worst
case scenario would be for the
cable system to drop the broadcast stations.
"By law, if no agreement has
been made by Oct. 6, we will be
forced to drop the stations," Pickett said. "Hopefully the negotiations will keep that from
happening."
Ferguson said it is up to the
broadcast station to make a
decision.
"If we are not to successfully
negotitate for continued carriage
of broadcast stations, it is the
broadcaster, not Murray Cablevision, who will ultimately make
the decision to have their station
removed from the cable lineup.
We hope that won't happen," she
said.

•Senate nears...
FROM PAGE 1
over a compromise.
Clinton planned to call senators "as needed," but had not
scheduled personal meetings. A
series of calls by Clinton and his
senior aides sealed last-minute
deals to barely pass the House
bill.
The Democratic plan is aimed
at paring $516 billion from federal deficits by 1998, but depends
on a series of future actions to
meet that goal, and has attracted
no support from the Republicans.
The Senate's majority Democrats had flexed their muscle on
Wednesday when the chamber
voted 55-43 to kill a rival GOP
budget-cutting plan that included
only spending cuts. Sen. Richard
Shelby of Alabama was the only
Democrat voting for the Republican plan, while Sen. James Jeffords of Vermont was the lone
GOP defector.
Republicans said their alternative and its spending limits on
Medicare and other programs
would have driven budget deficits
even lower than the Democratic
measure.
They also said the $249 billion
in new taxes in the Democratic
bill would do little more than
hinder the economy and cost
jobs.
Democrats chided Republicans

for offering a package that would
have killed one of the keystones
of Clinton's deficit-reduction
plan: higher taxes on the best-off
Americans and on business.
According to the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office,
more than three-fourths of the
bill's tax burden would hit
Americans earning more than
$200,000 annually.
The legislation's major impact
on the middle class would come
from its 4.3 cents-per-gallon
increase in the tax on gasoline
and other motor fuels. Families
earning between $50,000 and
$75,000 a year would see their
federal taxes rise by an average
$216 a year, the budget office
said.
But Republicans said that
increase clashed with Clinton's
campaign promise last year to cut
taxes on the middle class. They
contrasted that with his early
moves to ease restrictions against
gays in the military.
Besides tax increases, the
Democratic measure contained
$98 billion in cuts in Medicare
and other expensive benefit programs. It also would order about
$100 billion worth of spending
cuts in future bills, and produce
$59 billion worth of lowered
interest payments as a result of
lowered budget deficits, Democrats said.
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Space shuttle links up with satellite
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Endeavour's astronauts
grabbed a giant satellite with the
shuttle's robot arm today in a bid
to bring it back home from space.
Commander Ronald Grabe
gently flew the shuttle to within
35 feet of the reusable European
satellite, called Eureca, as the
two spacecraft orbited 296 miles
above Earth. Astronaut G. David
Low then used the shuttle's
50-foot mechanical arm to latch
onto the satellite's handle, just a
few minutes behind schedule.

"Houston, Endeavour. We've
captured," Grabe called to the
ground.
"Endeavour, eureka! There's a
lot of smiling faces down here,
and you can probably hear everybody clapping. Nice work," Mission Control's Jay Apt said.
The crew planned to tuck the
satellite into Endeavour's cargo
bay for the ride home.
However. Eyreca's two antennas became stuck protruding
slightly when payload controllers
in Darmstadt, Germany, ordered

Mathematician claims solution
to math's most famous problem
NEW YORK (AP) --- For centuries, mathematicians have been
tantalized by Fermat's last theorem, a proposition easy enough to
explain but seemingly impossible to prove. Now a Princeton University mathematician says he has figured it out.
Andrew Wiles presented a proof of the theorem Wednesday at a
conference of mathematicians at Cambridge University in England.
claiming to have solved the most famous problem in mathematics.
"When we heard it, people started walking on air," said Simon
Kochen, chairman of the Princeton mathematics department. "It
was an incredible feeling that this has been done after all this
time."
Now, experts will spend days poring over the dense, 200-page
argument, trying to find any logical flaws.
"There have been proofs claimed in the past, and eventually
somebody found an error. Until it's checked and actually published.
it's hard to say." said Tom Apostol, a mathematician at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
In 1988. Japanese mathematician Yoichi Miyaoka claimed a
proof, only to find it wither under the scrutiny of other
mathematicians.
"1 hope it's correct," Apostol said of Wiles' proof. "It will be a
very exciting chapter in the history of mathematics."
The theorem — actually a conjecture — was stated by the
French mathematician Pierre de Fermat, who with Rene Descartes
was considered one of the leading mathematicians of the 17th
century.
The problem is to prove an intriguingly simple proposition: If
"n" represents any whole number larger than two, there is no solution to the equation "x to the nth power plus y to the nth power
equals z to the nth power."
There are solutions if "n" equals two — for example, three
squared (9) plus four squared (16)equals five squared (25). But if n
equals three or more, according to Fermat, there are no solutions.
"This is something you could state to a high school boy, but it's
so, so difficult to prove,- Kochcn said.
Wiles could not be reached in Cambridge. The Daily Telegraph
of London said he refused to speak to reporters.
Interest in the problem has been especially keen because of a
mischievous note Fermat left in the margin of a book. He claimed
he had found an "admirable proof of this theorem, but the margin
is too narrow to contain it."
"Most people don't anymore believe he had a proof for the general case," Kochcn said. Fermat did prove the truth of the theorem
in certain special cases, as have others.
Wiles' proof relies on the work of scores of mathematicians over
the centuries, but adds a conceptual breakthrough, Kochen said. He
added that Wiles has been working On the problem for five years.

Graves landfill among
three that may be closed
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Natural Resources Cabinet officials acknowledged they may
have to close down some landfills, but insist it is better to do so
now.
Of particular concern are three
landfills that are still operating,
but have not yet posted the
required financial obligation to
ensure proper closure in the
future.
Those landfills are in Boyd,
Graves and Whitley counties.
The Boyd County site, known
as the Cooksey Brothers Landfill,
has been particularly noteworthy
because it has involved a dispute
between the cabinet and a federal
bankruptcy judge.
The landfill filed for bankruptcy protection and the judge has
blocked the state's efforts to
close it.
Deputy Secretary Greg Higdon

told the General Assembly's
interim Agriculture and Natural
Resources Committee Wednesday
that the state is accepting monthly payments from the Cookscy
Brothers Landfill toward a $3
million closure bond.
But Higdon said the state has
refused to negotiate similar periodic payments with other landfills. And moves have been taken
to close the landfills because the
state does not believe they have
the financial backing to be safely
closed.
Sen. Kim Nelson, D Madisonville, a persistent critic
of the cabinet on environmental
issues, said the state may have to
pay for closure of those landfills.
Higdon acknowledged the possibility. "It's better to buy the
farm today than five or 10 years
down the road with a, bigger
problem," Higdon said.

them retracted by remote control.
They could not be latched, and
there was no immediate word on
whether that posed a problem.
"No impact to grapple. We'll
see what ideas we come up with
after that." Apt told the crew.
The controllers in Germany
also ordered Eureca's extended
solar arrays folded shut in preparation for the retrieval. Two of

When Mission Control woke
up the six shuttle astronauts this
morning with the Hudson
Brothers song "Rendezvous."
they were less than 121 miles

Scientists arc eager to get a
look at the experiments aboard

the satellite, which has been in
orbit nearly a year with cryst.als.
bacteria, fungi spores. shrimp
eggs, solar monitors, a Losintc
dust catcher, and a teles.-opc that
detects X-ra” and gamma ra)s
The $213 million European
Retrievable Carrier, or Eureca,
was released from a shuttic last
August.

Six arrested in bomb, assassination plot
NEW YORK (AP) — Six people were arrested today on
charges of plotting to assassinate
U.N. Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali and Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato and bomb the United
Nations and other sites, New
York Newsday said.
The FBI and police arrested
them in a raid on a Queens meeting place after a four-month
investigation, the newspaper said.
Newsday quoted an unidentified Justice Department source as
saying the ringleader is Siddis
Ibrahim Siddis Ali of Jersey City,

N.J. He allegedly conspired to
bomb the United Nations, FBI
headquarters in lower M3nhattan
and one of the Port Authority
tunnels linking New York and
New Jersey.
"The group had surveyed all
the locations and produced-schematics and preliminary plans" to
destroy the sites, the source said.
"Their timetable was to execute
the plans before the September
World Trade Center trials."
Those arrested today are only
loosely linked to the suspects in
the Feb. 26 bombing of the twin

towers, the source said. But they
Brooklyn. a Jewish leader
had ties to Sheik Omar Abdul like D'Amato was outspoken in
Rahman, the radical Muslim cler- condemning the World "had':
ic who was the spiritual mentor Center bombing and teirorisni iii
for several suspects in the World general.
Trade Center bombing, the newspaper said.
Hikind confirmed that he had
The suspects in custody today
received death threats and v,a,
are Egyptian. Palestinian and gating special rot:L.110n
American, Newsday said. The
police. "I'm happy the
nationality of the alleged rin- out and I hope Ws the
gleader was not immediately group," he said.
known.
The suspects were also accused-/\D'Amato also had coni;i:,i, I
of plotting to assassinate state last month that he had
Assemblyman Dov Hikind of death threats.

Henderson ponders ban on nude dancin
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
City officials say an ordinance
that stifled nude dancing in Newport may keep adult establishments where strippers bare all
from ever opening in Henderson.
The City Commission plans to
pattern an "extremely strict"
ordinance regulating public nudity after a broad ordinance Newport adopted two years ago, City
Manager Russell Sights said
Wednesday.
'People have come to city hall
(in recent weeks) to sec if we
have any prohibitions on adult

entertainment," City Manager
Russell Sights said in urging the
commission to quickly enact 3
nude-dancing ordinance.
Nothing on Ilenderson's books
forbids nude or semi-nude
exhibitions.
"We've had one specific
inquiry 1 know of. We want to
stop it before it gets started,"
Sights said.
Sights on Tuesday distributed
to Commission members copies
of Newport's 15-page ordinance
that killed an adult-entertainment
industry that benefited from restr-

ictions Cincinnati imposed on
such activity.
The ordinance specifically —
and sometimes explicitly —
defines banned "exhibitions of
specified anatomical areas" and
"simulation of specified sexual
activity." Violations are punishable by up to a year in jail and a
55(X) fine.
Newport requires adult establishments to buy a S5,000 license
and submit financial disclosure
reports. It allows dancers no closer to patrons than three feet, forbids dancers from soliciting

drinks from customers and 1‘,i
bids an owner from transferr III,' a
license while charges are
against a club.
Sights said he knew of no adult
establishments in the western
Kentucky city, hut at L'ast tine
person has inquired about the Ice.ality of nude rl:inL iire in
Henderson.
Henderson sits across the f
River from Evansville, Lid
city where several nightclii`, I.
lure nude and scant-11, ,
dancers. Where dancers arc r;,.ic.
no alcohol may be
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PUBLIC NOTICE
In order to support the efforts of Calloway County to implement 911
street,or road,addressing, we would appreciate your help in publishing the
following requests as to how the people of the county can effectively
become involved.
It is important that residents place their name, route number and box
number on their mailboxes,& or yard,or driveway at the road. Also,every
road should have a street or road sign of some type giving the name of the
road. This can be a temporary, home-made wooden sign. The sign will
eventually be replaced with a county sign, on Calloway County roads.
Due to some present confusion regarding road names on the signs, maps
and name duplication,some road names will have to be changed. If anyone
having maps of the subdivisions along the lake areas, not shown on the
county map, containing road names would contact Charles Cooper, 911
co-ordinator at 435-4137. This would be greatly appreciated. This would
help in preserving as many of the original road names as possible.
All young people must he made aware of the importance of not defacing,
removing or destroying road signs. When someone steals or paints over a
sign, that person can cause other people to get hurt or killed. Road signs
save lives and give important information. In addition, sign vandalism is
against the law. If it were that person, a friend or family member who
needed help, but could not be located,due to a lack of road signs,how would
he or she feel?
If CaHoway County residents will co-operate in these ways, the process
of achieving this goal of having 911 emergency service available to all will
he more simplified.
C.W. Cooper
E-911 Co-ordinator
Rt 4 Ho* 162
MurrayKy 42071
5-4137

from the research satellite and
closing in fast, drawing 38 miles
closer with each 90-minute orbit.
The astronauts then carried out
a series of five jet firings over
four hours that moved them to
some 9 miles behind their quarry
for the final, two-hour approach.

Endeavour's astronauts stood
ready to step outside and crank
the panels shut by hand if necessary, but they were retracted and
fastened down without a hitch.
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Recent Supreme Court
rulings on religion
inch to the right
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three new Supreme Court rulings say
government treated religion too harshly, but the rulings don't represent the dramatic change some had sought and others had feared.
The court instead fashioned an incrementally less demanding separation between church and state, the product not of any sudde9 shift
but of a slow-but-steady conservatism.
"We had feared an execution. We only suffered a knife wound,"
said Barry Lynn of Americans United for Separation of Church and
State.
The court ruled unanimously that religious groups must be allowed
to use public schools during off hours if other community groups are
given such access, and that a Florida city wrongly discriminated
against one particular religion when it outlawed animal sacrifices during worship services.
The justices split 5-4 in deciding that public schools do not breach
the constitutionally required wall of separation when, as part of a federal program, they provide sign-language interpreters for deaf students
attending parochial schools.
"These cases really didn't make any new law.... The court did not
break new ground," said Brent Walker of the Baptist Joint Committee. "Each decision reflects caution and restraint."
Lynn added that each was "narrowly written," and that only the
parochial-student case could be classified as "bad" from a separation
ist's perspective.
Jay Sekulow of religious broadcaster Pat Robertson's American
Center for Law and Justice hailed "our best term in a number of
years" but acknowledged the victories may lack broad application.
The Constitution's First Amendment says, "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
In scores of decisions, most of them dealing with "establishment of
religion," the Supreme Court has extended the prohibitions to state
and local governments and explained with varying degrees of lucidity
just what the amendment requires.
Prayer sessions to start the day in state legislatures? Constitutional.
Prayer sessions to start the day in public schools? Unconstitutional.
Christmas nativity scenes on public property? Constitutional if accompanied by secular holiday decorations such as snowmen and reindeer.
For the past three decades, some political conservatives have
accused the court of being too hostile toward religion in public life,
and have urged it to adopt a more accommodating attitude.
Since 1971, the court most often has judged a challenged law or
government policy unlawful if it does not have a secular purpose, has
the primary effect of promoting religion or excessively entangles government and religion.
That 22-year-old test, first articulated in a case called Lemon vs.
Kurtzman, is blamed by conservatives — including some on the high
court — for sowing confusion in church-state law.
That criticism led many legal experts to believe the three-part test
would be scraped this term.
But the court ignored the Lemon test in the parochial-school case
and used it without criticism in the school-access case, concluding
that treating religious groups like other community organizations
posed no constitutional threat.
"This court is too cautious to attack Lemon in a case in which the
decision comes out the same no matter what test you use," the Baptist
Joint Committee's Walker said.
No fewer than six of the court's nine members have authored or
joined unflattering remarks about the usefulness of the 1971 decision.
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor has said she favors looking at laws
and policies to make sure they do not amount to a government
"endorsement" of religion.
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy has said he thinks the government is
on solid constitutional ground as long as it does not coerce anyone
into religious observances.
Both proposed substitutes for the Lemon decision might make government more accommodating toward religion, but it was Kennedy
and his coercion test that led to the court's 5-4 decision last year banning prayers — invocations and benedictions — at public school commencement ceremonies.
The commencement prayers in that case were offered by members
of the clergy. The justices this month silently left intact a federal
appeals court ruling that allowed student-led prayers at public school
commencement ceremonies in three states.
The issue is sure to return to the high court, and the ACLI's Sekulow thinks Kennedy might vote to allow student-led prayers.
But the retiring Justice Byron R. White, a consistent vote to lower
the church-state wall of separation, will be gone when the soon-to-becompleted 1992-93 term ends. He probably will be replaced by Ruth
Bader Ginsburg.
"It's going to take time to see how that develops," Sckulow said.
Editor's Note: Richard Carelli has covered the Supreme Court for
The Associated Press since 1976.

LETTERS 10 TILE EDITOR

Murray youth cared
Dear Editor,
In this day and age everyone is putting down the youth of our country. I
would like to relate to you an incident which happened io my husband and I
on the Purchase Parkway. We had stalled in our truck halfway to exit 68.
Many passed us up and then a young men from Murray and his date stopped.
They saw us from the other side of the highway and drove on down to the
Calvert City exit and came back to help us. Another man had also stopped
by this time. My husband thanked the young man but didn't get his name.
We want to commend his pwaits for such thoughtfulneu they instilled Ni
him. We will always appreciate his caring for older pug*. He is an unsung
hero m our books.
Sincerely.
Elisabeth and Ciknn Cos
326 Sou* Morgan Si.
Morpofield, K5
( 42417

Pat Nixon
I discovered this week that I
am now old enough to define my
past by historical events.
When I read on the Associated
Press wire that Pat Nixon had
died, I was immediately back in
my living room, 11-years-old,
watching her board a helicopter.
As with the Vietnam War, my
memories from childhood are
linked to television.
The Watergate hearings were
the predecessor to the Anita HillClarence Thomas hearings.
The only thing I was sure
about with the Watergate hearings was that they interrupted the
daily flow of soap opera story
lines.
The significance of the breakin of the Democratic headquarters
was lost on me then.
When President Richard Nixon
decided to resign, I only realized
it was important because the
media told me what an historic
event it was.
I saved the Henderson Gleanor
newspaper that carried the banner
headline: "Nixon Resigns."
And yet this week when I
learned she had died, it was not
the husband I remembered.
It was the wife.
Standing quietly by his side, a
weak, sad smile crosses her face
as she tells members ollhe White
House staff good-bye.
And then they are boarding the
helicopter.

a memory ofthe past

snow TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger &. Trines staff writer
Once again, I see her standing
by his. sider. looking back at the
place they had called home.
A place he had spent his entire
life trying to move into.
Why doesn't he leap to my
memory when I think about that
time? Was it becasue his actions
seemed forced — a charade?
Through my work, I have met
many politicans. So many of
them act the same way — forced,
as if their public images will
crack any moment and we will
see them as they really are.
It was only later that I learned
she didn't want him to resign,
was violently opposed to it.
There was no trace of that
struggle back then.
In her obituary, I read that she
was the most admired woman in
the world — even two years after
they left Washington.
Why?
Because she stood by her man.
I admire her for that also. But
in a way, I wish she would have
left screaming, beating him on
the head with a pillow.

She had been through so much
with him. She carried that burden
onto the helicopter.
No, the image of Richard Nixon turning back toward the Rose
Garden and raising his arms
above his head and brandishing
the victory sign does not stir
within me the same feelings.
For him, I only felt pity. For
her, it goes much deeper.
I had no idea I felt this way
about that time until I saw her
picture this week in the
newspaper.
Maybe it has come with growing up. It is easy to feel cynical
about that time, but I was too
young to share the cynicism of
the adults.
I am not now consciously
aware that Watergate spurned me
on to journalism. But maybe it
did.
I always thought of being a
journalist as recording the lives
of the people in my community.

IN LATER YEARS rt Wow:.SE KNOWN AS

The newspaper is their daily diaries that reflect the lives of a reader's entire community.
The investigative side to the
work is exciting but I have never
held out grand dreams of being a
Bob Woodward or Carl
Bernstein.
I wonder if they were sad to
see Pat Nixon leave the White
House that day.
I believe now that she carried
her husband's burden onto that
helicopter. His delicate public
image left no room for it on his
shoulders.
So like women before her and
since, she bent down on the
White House lawn and picked up
the burden her man would not or
could not.
I wonder if she was ever able
to put it aside.
My image of him has mellowed. I no longer see him as a
villian. I have come to admire his
elder statesman image. His writings will be an important historical legacy.
Pat Nixon — I remember you,
will always remember you.
You are as much a part of my
past as my family is.
I hope you can now find some
peace.

AAIKP INTERCEPT".

School principals in shrinking supply
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Oder, superintendent of
Frankfort city schools, had a
career move to ponder. It did not
take long.
"I was contacted about a high
school principal's job," Oder
said. "I told them they didn't
have enough money."
It would have been a step
backward for Oder, a former
principal of Frankfort High
School. But there was far more in
his reasoning.
Being a high school principal
"is just a monumental task right
now," Oder said. It "may be the
hardest job in a school district."
It is a sentiment heard increasingly as changes set in motion by
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act three years ago take deeper
root.
"There's just all kinds of vacancies today in (school) administration in the state," said
George Valentine, superintendent
in Bullitt County. "It is a
troubled area in education."
The reform act put demands on
all school administrators. And,
particularly on principals, there is
more "bureaucracy and paperwork," said Allen Osborne, principal of Betsy Layne High School
in Floyd County and a former
seperintendent of Painuville and
Frankfort independent districts.
"The reasons I left die superintendency have in many cases
been shoved on the principal."

Osborn said. "And many does
'Wee dals. it with lees of a sup-

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
Associated Press
port staff than you had in the
central office."
But the reform act was just one
of a number of developments
that, taken together, Made principalships less attractive or caused
the pool of prospects to shrink:
—The advent of local "sitebased" school councils, mandated by the reform act to run
individual schools. The principal
shares power in a council with
two teachers and three parents.
"It's a balancing act" to meet
demands of the council and the
district, Oiler said.
—Higher pay for teachers, who
therefore have less incentive to
trade the Classroom for 2 sCh001

office. "I think teachers now ...
are taking the position, 'Who
needs the headaches?"' said
Wayne Young, executive director
of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators.
—Time away from home.
Throughout the school year, a
principal's nights arc taken by
ball games, music programs,
plays, dances and meetings with
parents and teachers. "It does not
leave a lot of time for one's personal and family life," Franklin
County Superintendent Paul Rice
said. "There is nothing taken off
the plate that you no longer have
to do."
—A wave of retirements of

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writes's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than .5W words. Letters should be typevaiuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Leua to the Editor, Mumy Ledger
& 'Times, P0 Boa 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

school administrators since the
reform act, which partly depleted
the pool of replacements.
In Bullitt County, a principal
for North Bullitt High School
was recently hired. The job had
been vacant for a year. Valentine,
the superintendent, blamed much
of the delay on the school's new
site-based council, which had difficulty launching its search.
But there were fewer than a
dozen applications when the job
opened last year and only about
15 this spring. Five years ago,
there would have been "25 or 30,
at least," Valentine said.
Rice said the same shortage
was being experienced in Franklin County, where Western Hills
High School needs a principal.
"Five years or more ago, it
wouldn't be unusual to get 50, 60
or 70 applications," he said.
Rice predicted that school districts would have to develop
administrators, using internships,
among other things.
Osborne said he feared standards would decline if new principals got harder to find or experienced principals quit.
He said he left the Frankfort
superintendency five years ago
because "it was a greater love to
be a high school principal."
He still relishes his association
with students, Osborne said, but
it might not be enough.
"Would I consider leaving the
principalship sow? Yes, I
would.
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MURRAY TODAY
LIBRARY NEWS
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public Library

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
TOPS Chapter #469 will meet tonight (Thursday) in Annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45
p.m. and a meeting will begin at 7 p.m. This week's topic will be
"Vacations" and the program will be presented by Jean Bailey. This is
a non-profit organization designed for persons who have a desire to
lose weight. All visitors are invited to aucnd.

Bethel Fellowship plans revival

Bethel Fellowship Church will have revival services starting Sunday. June
27, and continuing through Sunday. July 4. Evangelist Ralph Hale will conduct the services each night at 7 p.m. The church is located nine miles east
of Murray on Highway 94.

Bingo Play will be held at Aurora
The

Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go toward local
projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism
promotion and help for needy persons in the area. Play is open to the
public.

•

Compton reunion will be Sunday

The annual Compton family reunion will be Sunday 27, at the Courthouse
Pavilion in Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. Events will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends are
invited.

Palestine homecoming Sunday

Palestine United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday. June 27. The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. with
Sunday School at 10 a.m., a basket meal at noon, and singing in the afternoon featuring the Liberty Boys. Those unable to attend may send their
donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Glen P. Jones, At. 3, Box 105C,
Parker Road, Murray, Ky.

New Providence plans services

New Providence Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting
Sunday, June 27, and continuing through Friday, July 2. Earl Claud will be
the speaker for services at 9 and 9:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday and at
7 p.m., Monday through Friday. The public is invited, a church member said.

Stewart Cemetery plans homecoming

Stewart Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,-June 27,
at the cemetery, located between Almo and Dexter. A basket lunch will be
served following church services. Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Sue Thweatt, At. 1, Almo.

Garland reunion planned July 3

Descendants of John and Elizabeth Hutchens Garland will have a reunion
on Saturday, July 3, at Courthouse Pavilion at Murray-Callowar County
Park. Events will start at 11 a.m. For more information call Charlotte Garland McClure, 753-9656.

Waldrop reunion reservations due

Descendants of the late A.T. and Bessie Radford Waldrop will have a
reunion on Saturday, July 3, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray.
A meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. with the cost being $8.41 per person.
Reservations with checks for the meals should be made by Saturday, June
26, with Marilyn Martin, Rt. 7, Box 624, Murray, or call 435-4586 for
information.

Chestnut Grove will hear Gardner
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will observe Men's and Women's
Day on Sunday, June 27. The Rev. Joseph B. Gardner of Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn., will be the speaker at the 3 p.m. service. A
social hour will follow. The Rev. Robert Washum, pastor, invites the public
to attend.

Christian Singles to hear program
Christian Singles Group will meet tonight (Thursdaii) at 800 North 20th
St., Murray. A special series of programs will be started tonight of Dr. Gary
Smally's tape of a seminar on 'Building Loving Relationships.' These are
five tapes of each being about one hour long. On Sunday. June 27, the
group will meet at Glendale Road Church of Christ at 11 a.m. to go to Paris
Landing State Park. All singles, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more information call Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Steve Barron

Magan-Barron wedding
vows solemnized May 22
Pamela Ann Magan and Anthony Steve Barron were married on
Saturday, May 22.
The vows were solemnized in a ceremony at 2:30 p.m. at Yellow
Creek Baptist Church, Owensboro. Dr. C. Wyman Copass officiated.
Linda Harr was pianist.
The bride is the daughter of Larry and Charlene Magan of 3897
Pleasant Valley Rd., Owensboro.
The groom is the son of Bobby and Sandra Barron of Rt. I, Almo.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a white tea length
taffeta gown with a lace overlay on the bodice decorated with small
pearls and mother- of pearl sequins. The 'ress h-+.I king lace sleeves
and a net overlay on the skirt.
Her headpiece was a ring of white silk flowers and she carried a
bouquet of assorted long stemmed flowers of status, white and yellow
daisies, bavardia. Queen Anne's lace and silk pansies.
Bonnie Keller of Lexington was the maid of honor and Mollie Driver of Knoxville, Tenn., was the matron of honor. They carried bouquets of long stemmed flowers.
Conrad Parker of Murray was best man. Wade Rogers of Murray
was groomsmen.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church. The
bride's white wedding cake was decorated with fresh flowers and
white icing highlights. The groom's cake was served along with
punch.
Serving the guests were Brenda Grass and Suzy Blackford of
Owensboro, and Melissa Parker and Jill Bullen of Murray.
Molly Rogers of Murray presided at the guest register.
The couple is now residing at 1416C Stadium View Dr., Murray.
The new Mrs. Barron is a graduate of Daviess County High School,
Owensboro, and attended Murray State University. She is currently a
casework specialist with Department for Social Insurance at Mayfield.
Mr. Barron is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is
currently attending Murray State University.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner on Friday, May 21,
at the Briarpatch Restaurant, Owensboro.

"That man's so mean the grass
dies where he walks." No, he was
just spraying some weeds and
managed to track herbicide across
his lawn. This could have been
prevented by referring to the
right gardening manual. Summer's here and gardening is in
full swing. We've got an extensive collection of gardening
books to help you keep your
plants green and growing.
And when it comes time to
cook what you've grown, we
have cookbooks of every
description.
We have Two Many Tomatoes:
A Cookbook for When Your Garden Explodes by Lois M. Burrows and Laura G. Myers.
We also have Edible Wild
Plants by Brent Berglund and
Clare E. Bolsby for when your
garden doesn't explode.
For summer weekends, try The
Picnic Book by Nika Haxelton or
how about Gourmet Entertaining
on a Budget by Carol Truax.
And if you're really getting
serious about it, you'll want to
look at The New York Times
Cookbook by Craig Claiborne.
None of these are new, but
they hadn't been talked about in a
while and I just wanted to remind
you about them.
• • • •
A lot of people have come in
and asked "What's happened to
the card catalog?" Well, we've
taken it apart for repairs. This is
the second part of the inventory
that we conducted in January.
Over the last 15 years enough
errors h-ad accumulated that it
wasn't sery reliable any more. It
wasn't any use to get a good idea
v.h::1 books we did have if the
Latalog kept on lying to people.
So we're fixing it. It's an ugly,
tediious, hairsplitting job, but
we're making progress every day.
We appreciate your patience.
• • • •
You'd really rather hear about
new books? O.K., there are six
new large print westerns in this
week.
Start with Luke Short's Summer of the Smoke. An Apache
indian chicf has taken his warriors off the reservation and is
ready to start raiding settlements.
The army won't believe Keef
Calhoun when he tells them an
indian war is brewing so it's up

to Calhoun to stop the chief by
himself.
Max Brand's The Trap at
Comanche Bend is here again. It
was originally published in 1927
and has been out of print for several decades.
There's Gunsmokc Gran. by
Peter Dawson, Man-Size by William MacLeod Raine, Ray
Hogan's The Vengance Gun and
Long Storm by Ernest Ilaycox.
Max Brand died in 1944 and
his books are still in print nearly
50 years later. That's pretty good
performance for an author. Part
of the appeal of these books is
that the heroes are heroes, the
villains are villains and none of
these guys had ever even heard of
political correctness. They're all
great.
• • • •
If westerns aren't your •cup of
tea, try The Wings of Morning by
Karen Harper. The heroine grows
up an independent young woman
on a remote Scottish island where
four out of five newborns died of
a mysterious disease. She loses
her husband at sea and loses her
child to the mysterious disease.
She falls in love with an American sea captain and follows him
to a small island off the coast of
Florida, just in time for the Civil
War. All of this time she has
been searching for a cure for the
disease that plagues her home
island. It looks really first rate.

[SERVICE NOTES
LT. COL. ALLEN W. WILLIAMS III assumed command of
the Marine Aerial . Refueler
Transport Training S.-iadron 253
at the Marine C rrps sir Station.
Cherry Point, N.C., on June 17.
Lt. Col. Williams is an 18-year
veteran of the United States Marine Corps. He and his wife,
Gabril, have three children, Alex,
Patrick and Anna Marie.
His local family is his greataunt, Mrs. Euplc Colson, and his
late great-uncle, Marvin Colson.
Williams is the son of A.W.
Williams and the late Anna Marie
Ross Williams. His mother was
originally from the Palestine area
of Calloway County.
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Sedalia Car and Truck Show Saturday

130

The Annual Car and Truck Show, sponsored by Sedalia Fire Department,
will be Saturday, June 26, rain or shine, at the ball field behind the fire station at Sedalia. Registration will be from 8 a.m. to noon. Admission will be
$2 with children under 12 free. For more information call 1-328-8935 or
1-328-8534.

Student named

Special worksho_ps _planned Saturday
Two special workshops will be Saturday, June 26, at the Smart Shop,
east side of court square, Murray. The True Story of the Three Little Pigs'
for children, ages 3 to 8, will be from 10 a.m. to noon. A lesson in 'Sculpture' for children, ages 6 to 12, will be from 1 to 3 p.m. The cost for each
workshop will be $10 per person. For reservations or information call
753-5968.

Super Saturday planned at church
Super Saturday will be Saturday, June 26, at University Church of Christ.
'The Last Days of Jesus on Earth will be the theme of the meeting. Grades
1 to 6 will meet from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and two-year-olds to Kindergarten
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Lessons to be studied include Jesus' Triumphal
Entry with live donkey; Jesus' Last Passover with Apostles; Jesus on the
Cross; Jesus Ascends to Heaven; Jesus' Burial and Resurrection. Games
and crafts will be featured. All interested children are invited to attend. For
information or transportation call the church office, 753-1881.

Audrey Bedwell

Audrey Bedwell, junior at Calloway County High School, has
been nominated to represent the
state of Kentucky at the Congressional Youth Leadership Council
at Washington, D.C.
The five-day conference will
include meeting with a number of
Congress and high-ranking government officials.
She has also been nominated
for Who's Who in American
High Schools.
Bcdwell is the daughter of Jerry and Sondra Bedwell of
Murray.

Gallion shower on Saturday
A household shower for Frances Arnold Gallion and family will be Saturday, June 26, at 7 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church. The family
recently losl their home and contents by fire. For more information call
Karen Eldridge at 759-9410 or Jesse Arnold at 753-0782 or 753-7308 after
2 p.m.

Kirksey Methodists Plan Camp J.C.
Camp J.C. (Camp Jesus Christ) will be Saturday, June 26, at Kirksey
United Methodist Church, located on Highway 299 at Kirksey. Classes, outside activities, crafts and a Special Mystery Guests are planned for kindergarten through fifth grade. Registration will begin at 9:30 a.m. with opening
session at 10 a.m. The classes will present a special program at 4 p.m. A
cookout will begin at 4:30 p.m. and a Carnival has been planned from 5 to 6
p.m. All parents, relatives and friends are invited to attend the special program, cookout and carnival. For more information or transportation, call the
church office, 489-2323.

Soccer Camp registration planned
Registration for University Of Evansville ACES Soccer Camp, June 27 to
July 1. at Murray State University has been announced by Jim Nix, camp
director. Participants may register in advance or in person on Sunday, June
27, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Curtis Center, Murray State University. For more
information call Nix at 753-0675 or 753-3033.

TEMPTATIONS, INC.
Restaurant & Catering
FRIDAY
*Grilled Post Chops
*Chicken ICabas
4,8440h2

•Flithoreinit Alfredo
With ahnnip

11111

rile",111. 1111

FS. NW 64 Sas.

MI

Two sets of twins and another
baby born Tuesday at hospital
Five newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. June 22, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Watkins twin baby boys, parents,
Jennifer and Bruce, At. 1, Box 495,
Benton;
Jewell twin baby boys, parents, Lori
and William, At. 1, Box 103D,
Gilbortsville;
Maynard baby boy, parents, Edwina
and Kenneth, At. 1, Box 2258, Almo
Dismissals
Mrs. Dada J. Stevenson McFarland

fli

Your
FlAil Service
Pharrnacy
And Morel

SUNDAY

•Turcy & Dressing
A All The Tnmminfro
&bulb Gib • Murray
715-1111N1

and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 469, Calvert
City; Robert Towery, Rt. 2, Box 132,
Murray;
Mrs Edith Sue York, 713 South
Fourth St., Murray; Mrs. Barbara Ann
Travis, 217 North 16th St., Mayfield,
Doug I. Sager, At. 3, Box 159A.
Murray; Miss Mary Ann Roesch, 100
Fox Meadows, Dr. D. Murray; Mrs.
Mary L. Locke, At. 2, Box 91, Benton;
Donnie James, Rt.-2, Wingo; Charles D. Clark Jr., 1805A College Farm
Rd., Murray; Miss Karen A. Breeden,
1208 Main, Apt. 4, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs Maude A Cook. Rt. 5, Box
816, Murray

•15% Cash Discount on
all prescriptions

•Computerized Records
•PCS sMediment
•BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

FREE
P

RESCRIPTIO
DELIVERY

*Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-5 Sat.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

We are pleased to an nounce that Tina Barrow, bride-elect of Phillip Carter, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Tina and Phillip will
be married August 7,
1993.
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Red Cross will
sponsor event
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Murray
NURSING GRADUATES — Recently receiving Bachelor of Science in Nursing degrees from
Mary Jo
Wolfe,
Dawn
Carter,
Denise
Biggerstaff,
Kristy
row,
back
left,
from
were,
State University
Martha
Myers, Christy Hale, Sherri Urban, Brooke Wells, Shelly Kempfer, Amy Haney; second row,
Melannie
May,
Helen
Dihn,
Kim
Taylor,
Jamie
Brandi
Jackson,
Key, Leslie Berry, Jennifer Kissner,
HoffHamilton, Kathy Butts, Kimberly Warren; front row, Glenda Gallimore, Tracy Magee, Dianne
MeinscMary
and
Wilburn
Robert
man, Tina Currey, Jill Barrett, Alida Graves, Kenneth Doyan,
hein. Not pictured were Phillip Adams, Diane Stokes and Sandra Taber.

Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross will sponsor
its first doubles tennis tournament as a part of Freedom Fest
'93 celebration.
The tournament will be July 3
and 4 at Tennie Purcell Tennis
Complex at Murray State University. Matches will begin at 8 a.m.
on July 3 and check in will be 30
minutes before the first match.
The fee per doubles team is $15
and must accompany the registration form with deadline registration by 4 p.m. on Monday, June
28.
All matches will be best 2 of 3
sets. There will be a 12 point tie
breaker at 6 all in the all sets.
USTA rules will be in effect,
default time of 15 minutes will be
observed. Players may enter only
one doubles and one mix doubles.
To check for your playing times,
call 753-1421 between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m. after June 30.
For more information contact
Peggy Billington, tournament
director, at 753-1799 or
753-1421.

Tammy Lynn Markle and
David Allan Reifel to marry

Stallons represents school at seminar Markle-Reifel wedding
vows to be said July 23
We are pleased to announce that Andrea L.
Hale, bride-elect of
John Paul Gammon,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Andrea and John
will be married August
13, 1993.

Itoodmen otters .1
tariett ot hie
insurance plans h hi( h
pro'ide fle‘ihilkt on
insurance protection
and tali deterred
interest !ratifies. To
Mut the plan that
meets t011f fired%

Kaylee Jonelle
Penner is born

«Pilt.lt

Sarah Stallons

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

lished the HOBY Foundation 35
years ago. He was unable to
attend the local seminar, but he
did call daily to check on the
group,
Stallons will be a junior this
fall at CCHS. She is the daughter
of Junior and Patsy Stations of
Rt. 1, Dexter.

Sarah Stations, a student at
Calloway County High School,
represented hr school at the
Kentucky Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation Seminar held June

Jeffery L. Darnall
WOW Bldg.
3rd di Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-2708

4k Woodmen
of the World
Life Insurance Society
Home Office: Omaha. Nebraska

11-13 at the University of
Louisville.
Stations, the sophomore
ambassador, was chosen because
of her academic standing, leadership abilities, and extra-curricular
involvement. The 100-plus students not only learned about business and leadership, but also
dorm living.
Actor Hugh O'Brian estab-

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Penner of
Rt. 1, Box 159, Farmington, are
the parents of a daughter, Kaylee
Jonelle Penner, born Tuesday,
June 15, at 1:01 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Shannon Koehn. Grandparents are Harold and Ruth Penner
of Murray and Mrs. Berniece
Koehn of Copeland, Kan.

Mr. and Mrs. William (Pete) Fox of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Markle of Hopkinsville announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Tammy Lynn Markle, to
David Allan Reifel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Reifel of Florissant,
Mo.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of William (Bill) Roberts and
the late Mrs. Mittie Roberts of Murray, the late Daniel Markle of
Saginaw, Mich., and Mrs. Betty Maes of Port Clinton, Ohio.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Harry Reifel and Mrs.
Luella Reifel of Overland, Mo., the late Emil Lang of St. Louis, Mo.,
and -Mrs. Dorthy Taylor St. Charles, Mo.
Miss Markle is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is presently attending Hyles-Anderson College, Crown Point, Ind.,
majoring in Elementary Education. She is employed at Homeplace
Restaurant, Murray.
Mr. Reifel is a 1985 graduate of Faith Christian High School and is
presently attending Hyles-Anderson College, Crown Point, Ind.,
majoring in Pastoral Theology. He is employed at Palmer House Hilton, Chicago, Ill.
The exchange of vows will be Friday, July 23, at 6:30 p.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Hackley conducts basket workshop here
By GERRY REED
Public Library Program Director

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

Solkold•re
Spring & Summer Sportswear
Dresses
Cotton Sweaters
T-Shirts
Jewelry

(1%

Larry Hackley, left, Robbie Crouse, Albert Sperath and Caroline
Halford discuss the craft of basket making at the special basket
workshop held at Calloway County Public Library. Ilackley's
work is currently exhibited at Clara Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University.
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Entire Stock of Swimsuits
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Chicken Breast
Center Cut

Ham Slices
Pork Baby Back

1/2 Price
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Pork Loins
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Basket makers and collectors
were afforded a special treat
recently when Larry Hackley visited the Calloway County Public
Library to appraise baskets in the
local area.
Hackley, a collector of folk art
and baskets, was instrumental in
organizing the Kentucky Folk Art
Association.
Robbie Crouse was one of
those bringing in items from her
personal collection. A "kindlin"
basket was made by Robert Henry James, a local craftsman who
made baskets from split white
oak around the 1920s era.
Crouse's basket, along with
others James made for his grandsons, Cordis and Joe Pat, are
shown at the library this month.
Baskets displayed by Caroline
Halford include a melon basket
made of honey suckle, English
ivy and kudzu; a swing handle.
market basket; a Jerimiah basket
with lattice bottom; an apple bark
one made with black walnut
stain; a round bread basket made
of sweet grass and palmetto
palm; a cheese basket; a split oak
pie basket; a lidded basket with a
lattice bottom; a black walnut
stained onion keeper, a chestnut
stained taper keeper; a butterfly
shaped basket; and a walnut
stained wall flower basket.
Handmade baskets by Jean
Wiggins which are exhibited.
include a Shaker wooden bouom;
a herb gathering basket; and two
black willow baskets which
rcknown craftswoman, Jennifer
Heller, taught her to make. "The
exciting prospect of selecting a
tree, removing and cleaning the
bark, then weaving it into wonderfully flexible baskets, is what
draws me back to Heller's workshops." Wiggins said.
There are four basic basket
making methods — weaving,
twining, plauing and coiling —
but the architecture can have endcu variations, influenced by the

size and type of materials used.
"At one time the basket was an
essential pen of daily life; but
now with all the other containers
available to us, it has become a
collector's item or an outlet for
self expression." Hackley said.
The basket exhibit at she Public Library can be seen during regular library hours throaghont the
month of June.
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Wedding planned Saturday

CALENDAR

Owens and Pierce vows
will be said on July 31
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Owens of Murray and Sharon and Charles
Logsdon of Kevil announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter. Michelle Rae Owens, to Lance H. Pierce, both of
Paris, Tenn. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pierce
and Diana Pierce, all of Paris.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Duane and Margaret Owens
of Murray and Larry and Dorthy Bliss of South Carolina.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Morgan and Dorothy Kemp of
Paris.
Miss Owens is a 1990 graduate of Murray High School. She
attended Murray State University where she was a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. She is employed in Child Care.
Mr. Pierce, a 1989 graduate of Henry County High School, attended
David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn., and Murray State University. He is Finance Consultant with Mid-South Credit Bureau.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 31, at 7 p.m. in the ballroom of
Curris Center, Murray State University. A reception will follow.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Grandson of Murray woman
Wins honors at Korean school
Joseph Ryan Andrews, grandson of Mrs. Norma Suiter of
Murray, has been chosen for honors after graduation from Taegu
American School at South Korea.

Joseph Ryan Andrews

Andrews received the William
Bechtel Scholarship of $1,000 for
one year, and also the NCO
Wives scholarship of $500. He
was also named as Top High
School Male Athlete in the Pacific Region.

Andrews was competing
against all the big schools in the
Pacific area for the scholarships.
He is the son of Michael and
Anita Andrews of Taegu, Korea.
His father retired from the military and both of his parents arc
now working for government
there.
Andrews attended Murray
Middle School and Murray High
School for Grades 6 through 9
before going to Korea.

FridaY. June 25
Single Too/6:30 p.m. at University
Church of Christ parking lot to go to Willow Pond Restaurant. Info/Celia.
753-6078 or Wynnona, 753-7845.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/6
p.m./Chamber of Commerce to go to
Tom's home. Info/Pamela, 753-7638.
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Tom,
1-615-232-5407.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church Bible School/6:30
p.m.
Bible School for Coles Camp Ground,
Temple Hill and Independence United
Methodist Churches/7 p.m. at
Independence.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Crater/open 9 m..4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast for $2
at 8:30 cm.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136
or 435-4314.
Summer Blast '93/Main Street Youth
Center, 205 North Fourth St. Info/
753-1EEN.
Murray Art Guild open 10 am.-4 p.m
Games for members only/8 p.m./Murra)
Moose Lodge.
First Baptist Church events include
Documenting the Spirit/I p.m.; World
Changers to load eqluiprnent in trailer/5
p.m.
Wratber West Keniucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace: Deer Up Close/10 cm.,
Snakes and Turtles/1 p.m.. Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/3 p.m,/Nature
Center, Planetarium show/11 a.m., 1, 2
and 3 p.m./Visitor Center.

Pottertown
Club meets
at restaurant

n comWedding plans have
pleted for Heather Jo ldham of
William
Princeton and Robe
Westphal of Murray.
The ceremony will be Saturday, June 26, at 7:30 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
A
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
Miss Oldham is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Oldham
of Princeton.
She is the granddaughter of

Mrs. Mary Odell Hopper of Princeton and the late Herman E.
Hooper, and of Mrs. Tylene Oldham of Princeton and the late
Pollard Oldham.
Mr. Westphal is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald M. Westphal of
1614 Loch Lomond Dr., Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Diers of Fontanelle,
Iowa, and of the late Ralph
McMurphy, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Westphal of
Bridgewater, Iowa.

Balloons for
all Occasions

COMPLIMENTARY
FACIAL

.myiar & Latex Balloons
•Custom Design Country Crofts
•Decorative Mugs & Assorted Candy
•Gift Baskets
•New Arrivals Everyday
.tree Delivery
'Monthly Balloon Bouque Specsals•
753-5242

Marv. Ka v has a skin .Ift•
program designed for our
skin type. All ham( skin arc
..products are non-mmedogerm and tlinu all tested
tor skin irritant v arid allerg%
ist are tragrart«.-tree and
sate tor sensitive skin
todaNhi ret eiv.0
our complimentary lac !al

w HEARTLAND'S 40
COUNTRY CHARM
434 South 12th • Murray
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Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director
753-2207
Career
Opportunity
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OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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Ladies' Shoes

Pottertown Homemakers Club
met June 9 at Holiday Inn with
10 members present.
A lesson on "Flattering Hair
Styles" was presented by Jo
Roberts.
Wanda Dixon, president, presided, with the devotion given by
Lurcne Cooper. Mary Moore
called the roll and gave the treasurer's report.
Announcement was made of
International Day program on
June 24.
Also present were Iva Alford,
Mary Hopson, Anita P:urvis,
Nancy Wright, Lavine Carter and
Lottie Hurt.
The sext meeting will be Sept.
8 at Holiday Inn.

Connie • Fanfare • Citie Sidewalks
Naturalizers • Selby • Jubilee

$11.d95
$14.95
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Michelle Rae Owens and
Lance H. Pierce to marry

Thursday, June 24
Murray City Couricilr/:30 p.m./City
Hall.
International Day program of Calloway
Homemakers/6 p.m./North Brands of Peoples Bank.
Humane Society/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
"Oklahoma" pr•disetlos/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park. Info/
759-1752.
Young Actors Guild/7:30 p.m./deck of
Playhouse in the Park.
Society for Preservation of Southern Harmony Singing, Inc./7:15 p.m./Marshall
County Library, Benton.
Compassonlate Friends/7:30 p.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
TOPS /469 Chapter/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m./Fann Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach. 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Chapter SO of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary/7 p.m./Legion Hall
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Pulpit Nominating Commincer/
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include Deacon Ordination Councilf7 p.m.
Summer Blast '93/Main Street Youth
Center.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church Bible Schoo1/6:30
p.m.
Bible School for Coles Camp Ground.
Temple Hill and Independence United
Methodist Churches/7 p.m. at
Independence.
Friday, May 28
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
Retired Federal Employees/11:30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Parkinson's Support Group/2
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County hospital. Info/
762-1100.
Calloway County Republicans/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
"Oklahoma"/8 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
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WIMBLEDON

Defending champion Agassi
bares chest on Centre Court
Seemingly cured of a nagging
in Britain.
wrist problem, Agassi moved into
"It's the best I've ever playthe third round with a four-set
ed," he said. "This being the
WIMBLEDON, England — victory Wednesday over Portugbest tournament in the world, it's
Worries about security, injuries al's Joao Cunha-Silva.
just head down, take every point
Heading into Thursday's
and performance have taken the
at a time. I was enjoying it and it
fun out of Wimbledon for some matches, the 13 top-seeded men
was great out there."
players. For others, it's been pure and 10 top-seeded women had
No British man has won the
delight.
avoided upsets, even though sevsingles at Wimbledon since Fred
Take Andrew Foster, a Briton eral were rated below form as the
Perry captured his third straight
ranked 322nd in the world who tournament began.
crown in 1936.
suddenly finds himself a national
Fourth-seeded Boris Becker, a
Leconte, who will turn 30 on
hero after back-to-back upsets. veteran at 25, was among those
July 4 when the men's final takes
Or Henri Leconte, the charismatic considered a question mark, place, savored his straight-sets
French veteran, enchanting the despite his three Wimbledon
victory over 20-year-old David
crowds with his exuberant, titles. But he rated his play Wed- Prinosil of Germany.
daredevil play against a rival 10 nesday against outgunned Ale"I play instinctively," said
years his junior.
xander Volkov as "very good" Leconte, a semifinalist here in
Then there's Andre Agassi, not and said he felt like he was 18.
1986. "I love playing, so when
only defending his title with gus"Maybe people who have
I'm playing I think the public
to on Centre Court but relishing doubts about Agassi or Becker likes it because they're playing
his post-match press briefings.
know not as much as they
with me at the same time. I talk
"No, I'm having fun with this, think," he said. "Every year
to them and they see n to enjoy
it's all right," Agassi assured an when I come here, I always have
it.
official Wednesday who tried to a good feeling. ... I'm having a
"Now tennis is getting more
stop reporters from asking how good time."
and more difficult, and a lot of
the champion's chest and body
tennis players are too professionPerhaps no player is having a
hair had virtually vanished.
better time than Foster, whose al, I think," he said. "They seem
"It's a revolutionary idea on upsets of two unknowns
Tho- not to enjoy playing tennis. ... I
how I do it because it keeps it a mas Enqvist and Luis Herrera — think that's why so many people
certain length," Agassi said. "I have thrust him from obscurity
may even market the idea."
into the national media spotlight • TURN TO PAGE 9
By DAVID CRARY
AP Sports Writer

Associated Press file photo
Defending champion Andre Agassi flashed a new look at Centre Court fans in his second-round
victory Wednesday at Wimbledon.

Tired Jordan accepts
third MVP award, car

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Florida fans give Arocha
warm welcome to Miami
By STEVE WINE
AP Sports Writer

By BRENDA C. COLEMAN
AP Sports WOW

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 8, Atlanta 3
Montreal 4, New York 3
San Francisco 6, San Diego 2
Colorado 15, Cincinnati 5
St. Louis 4, Florida 3
Pittsburgh 9, Chicago 4
Houston 5, Los Angeles 3

MIAMI — Fldrida Marlins
fans gave Rene Arocha warm
applause even as he beat their
team Wednesday night.
The Cuban defector, a hero in
Miami's Cuban American community, pitched 5 1-3 innings and
drove in two runs with his first received a standing ovation when
major-league hit to help the St. he left the game.
Louis Cardinals edge Florida,
"It was a very warm feeling to
4-3.
get a reception like that," Arocha
The game was Arocha's first in
said through an interpreter. "In
Miami, where he defected from
my baseball career, no town has
the Cuban national team nearly ever backed me like Miami has
two years ago. A crowd of the past two years."
37,936 cheered each time Arocha's name was announced, and he • TURN TO PAGE 9

.0"
1,1

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Associated Press file photo

NBA Commissioner David Stern has made a habit of handing
Michael Jordan the keys to a new car.

Unlikely Buhner hits
Mariners' first cycle
By The Associated Press
The first cycle in the history of
the Seattle Mariners came from
an unlikely player at an unlikely
time.
"It's kind of ironic," Jay Buhner said with a grin. "Mr. Fleet
on his feet."
Buhner hit a first-inning grand
slam and a 14th-inning triple
Wednesday night to lead the
Mariners over the Oakland Athletics 8-7. He added a double in the
third and a single in the fifth.
"It's kind of tough to do in
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CHICAGO — A gracious but
tired Michael Jordan received his
third consecutive trophy and new
car for being the most valuable
player in the NBA Finals and
said Wednesday he was looking
forward to a summer without
basketball.
"I have a great feeling that it's
over with," said Jordan, who
averaged an NBA Finals record
41 points over six games in leading the Chicago Bulls to their
third straight championship.
"It's very relieving that I can
get up and not think basketball,"
he said at a news conference
where the award was presented.
Jordan was named the MVP after
Sunday's clinching win over the
Phoenix Suns.
Jordan is the first player ever
to win three straight NBA Finals
MVP awards and only the second
player to win three in a career.
Magic Johnson won the honor in
1980, 1982 and 1987 with the
Los Angeles Lakers.

Jordan said mental fatigue
bothered him this season, which
followed his play with the goldmedal winning U.S. Olympic
basketball team last summer.
That effort came shortly after the
Bulls' 1992 NBA victory.
"I feel without the Olympics,
I've got an adequate time to get
away from the game," Jordan
said.
With their 99-98 win Sunday,
the Bulls became the first team in
27 years to win the NBA title
three straight seasons.
"Now I've got so many cars I
don't know what to do with
them," he said, jokingly. "But
I'm never going to turn them
down when they're free."
He received cars for each of
the past two NBA Finals MVP
awards.
"I've got three kids, so at least
they've got something to drive
when they turn 16," he said.
His immediate plans: "Just
relax, just let my hair down, really just doing nothing."

NBA DRAFT

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 7, Texas 4
Cleveland 3, Milwaukee 1
New York 4, Toronto 3
Baltimore 6, Detroit 2
Boston 3, Minnesota 1
California 8, Kansas City 7
Seattle 8, Oakland 7 (14)

Bradley gives Magic pre-draft interview
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer

this ballpark, too," Buhner said.
"They don't hit many triples in
the Kingdome."
"I was hoping it would go
out," Buhner said of his lead-off
hit.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

ORLANDO, Fla. - A personal interview, physical
examination and stack of
2-year-old game films will have
to do for the Orlando Magic's
predraft evaluation of BYU's
Shawn Bradley.
The team finished a series of
meetings with prospective No. I
picks on Wednesday by talking
at length with the 7-foot-6 center who has spent the last two
years on a church mission in
Australia.
Michigan's Chris Webber.
Kentucky's Jamal Mashburn
and Memphis State's Anfcmce
Hardaway worked out for the
Magic in recent weeks, but
Bradley declined.

"Myself, my agent and my
family feel the best situation for
me is to just go interview,"
Bradley said.
"If I was to go and play in
the condition I'm in now, what
would I gain? I wouldn't be
able to show what kind of
basketball player I am in the
kind of shape I'm in."
The Magic has the first pick
in the draft and reportedly is
leaning toward selecting the 6-9
Webber because the team
already has Shaquille O'Neal at
center. The Philadelphia 76crs
have the second pick and have
said they'll take Bradley, if he's
available.
The BYU star averaged 14.8
points, 7.7 rebounds and 5.2
blocked shots a game in his
only college season. He said he

—Vinyl Siding

D & W Auto Glass Sho

—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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753-7020
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learned a lot during his stay in
Australia but only played
basketball once a week.
"I definitely understand the
situation coaches, owners and
administrators are in," Bradley
said.
"Here's a guy with a fairly
successful freshman year who
takes two years off, then comes
back and he's trying to play in
the NBA. If I was in their position, I'd be asking the same
questions. But I know what I
can do and I know what I want
to become.
"I know the skills arc there.
It's just going to take some
time to oil them up and get the
rust out."
While the Magic isn't thrilled
that Bradley declined to work
out, player personnel director

John Gabriel apparently has
seen enough film to conclude
that Bradley has the skills to
become a star at either center or
power forward.
"I would not be afraid to
pick him No. 1," Gabriel said.
"He's a big man with some
of the skills of a small forward.
Of course, he's not going to
play small forward, but he can
do a lot of different things —
shoot, put the ball on the floor.
... His defensive mindset is to
try to block every shot. With
him and Shaquille, we'd have a
chance to do some things,
defensively, that haven't been
done before."
Williams appeared less
enthusiastic about the prospect
II TURN TO PAGE 9
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•Floridafans give Arocha...

LOCAL SWIMMING

FROM PAGE 8

In its first competition of the season, the Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team opened with the unprecedented feat of swimming two meets simultaneously at the Madisonville Y Invitational Swim Meet. Murray amassed
505.5 points to best second place Calvert City's 347. Ohio County, Madisonville YMCA, and Lakeshore Country Club finished third, fourth and fifth,
respectively.
Placing the team with first place finishes were Nathan Hughes, Lauren
Nance, Elizabeth Johnson, Brandon Kellie, Madeline Philpot, Jessica
Smith, Katie McNeary, Megan Malinauskas and Amy Meloan. David
Moore, Heather Jedan and Ryan Domescik captured seconds.
MCCST took the lead early in the meet by dominating the relay events.
Those earning points in relay events include Sam Green, Larkin Philpot,
Justin Paschall, Brooke Brittain, Jennie Jones, Alice Hunt, Brian Blankenship, Brian Hughes and Amy Burgess.
While the Invitational swimmers were securing the first place trophy,
another team contingent hosted Mayfield in a dual meet. Murray's swimmers, many swimming in their first meet, finished a close second at 321 to
Maylield's 384. Competitors scoring first place victories were: Heather
Combs, Crystal Thompson, Drew Thompson, Walt Garrison, Jonathan
Chapman, Joey Clark, Edwin Combs, Adam Nance, Jace Rabe, Adam
Meloan, Chad Culp, Amy Norsworthy, Chelsee Thompson, Jonathan
Young, Jared Simmons, Tiana Adams, Aidan Schmeckpeper, Kristen
Walle, Sarah McNeary, Bobbie Setzer.

Florida third baseman Dave
Magadan had a different
perspective.
"I don't think anybody was
going to be mad if he had taken
the loss,'', Magadan said. "But if
anybody wanted to see him get a
win, then they're not Marlins
fans."
Arocha (6-2) earned the victory in his shortest stint as a starter. The right-hander gave up six
hits, two walks and two earned

runs while striking out two.
"I felt very emotional on the
mound," Arocha said. "I tried to
put a little extra on the ball each
time."
Another Cuban, Orestes
Destrade, figured in each of the
runs scored against Arocha, but
missed a chance to pull out a victory in the ninth when he
grounded out with runners on
first and third to end the game.
The Marlins failed to score

•Agassi...
are watching me."
The top seeds, Pete Sampras
and Stcffi Graf, had today off,
but second-round matches were
scheduled for the No. 2 seeds.
Stefan Edberg faced Amos Mansdorf of Israel, a loser to the
Swede in all of their previous
seven matches, and Martina Nayratilova sought to boost her
career record to 10-0 against
Rosalyn Nideffer of South Africa.

HAWAIIAN TROPIC TENNIS
Over 175 competitors from ages 12-18 will begin play Friday at 8 a.m.
in the first round of the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Championships at MSU's
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts. Play resumes on Saturday with the finals
scheduled for Sunday.

LOCAL TENNIS
Juli Yoo and Kylie Johnson won the girls' 15-16 doubles championship
at the Fifth Annual Ed Nunnelee Memorial Junior Tennis Tournament in
Sikeston, Mo. held June 19-20. Johnson also won first place in the singles
competition.

July 1st
17\/\

• New Body Parts
• Trucks and Cars

Hwy. 121
N. of Stella
489-2829
Hours:

league at-bats.
"That topped my first majorleague victory," Arocha said. "I
knew what the feeling was like to
win a game, but I didn't know
what the feeling was to have a hit
in a major-league game."
The Cardinals' other runs
scored on a bases-loaded walk to
Rod Brewer in the second and a
two-out single by Gregg Jefferies
in the fifth. Bowen (4-8) gave up
eight hits and four runs in five
innings.

Kentucky
Body Parts

GRAND
OPENING

FROM PAGE 8

against four relievers, including
Lee Smith, who earned his major
league-leading 25th save. Smith
came on to strike out Benito Santiago with two out and two on in
the eighth, then pitched the ninth.
Arocha's bat was an unexpected bonus for St. Louis. With
the bases loaded and one out in
the second, he lined a pitch from
Ryan Bowen up the middle for a
two-run single. Arocha had been
hitless in his 19 previous major-

• Availability, Quality, and Low
Low Prices.. Always'

• Domestic and Imported • Dealers welcome

7 a.m.-6 p.m.

Mon.-Sat

II Bradley...
FROM PAGE 8

Good service.
good coverage.
go(xl price -

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

of forming a twin towers of
Bradley and O'Neal. However,
he is sold on the 21-year-old
center's talent.
"1 wouldn't say he'd be a
gamble for us, or anybody else.
lie will play in the league. The
question is how good he will
become," the general manager
said.
"There's never been a case
like this in NBA history where
a player will go this high with
such an incomplete piece of
information," Williams added.
"We're in uncharted waters.
There has never been a player
of these proportions with

%%%%% I•40

That's
State Farrn S!ate Farm insurance Companies
insurance." some Offices Bloomington Illinois
MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
614 43 27
Detrod
1
597
43 29
Totonto
583 2
42 30
New YOrk
37 33
529 6
Eialtmore
465 104
33
38
Boston
421 13.4
30 41
Cleveland
420 134
40
29
lAtivaukee
West Division
GB
W
L Pet
536 37 32
Chicago
Cailome
522
1
33
36
522 1
33
36
Kansas City
493 3
35
36
Searle
443 64
39
31
Teaas
/
4
426 71
29 39
Minnesota
418 8
28 39
Oakliane
Thursday's Games
California (Langston 91) at Kansas City (Apper
8-4) 135 pm
Oakland (Slusarskl 0-0) at &salts (Johnson 93).
235 pm
IlAkkaukeis ;Bones 3-5) at Cleveland (Clark 2-4
6 05 p
New Toni iKamienieciii 2 I) at Toronto (Hentgen
9-2). 6 35 p m
Dolton (Allele( 6-3) at Baltimore ik4cDonald 3-61
635 pm

I

The Parts
You Need to
Keep Going

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
50 21
Philadelphia
St LOUIS
40 30
Montreal
38 33
Plostairgh
34 36
33 36
Chicago
12 39
Florlda
21
49
New York
West Division
W L
48 24
San Francisco
40 33
Atlanta
36
33
Houston
36 33
Los Angeles
Cinonnas
33 39
28 43
San Diego
25 45
Colorado

Pct.
704
571
535
486
478
451
. 300

GB
194
12
154
16
18
284

Pct.
667
.548
522
522
458
394
357

GB
14
104
10.4
15
194
22

basketball ability."
Bradley, who once finished
third in a 3-point shooting contest during a high school AllAmerican game, is anxious to
get started. And, it wouldn't
surprise him if he goes to work
in Orlando.
"I understand the concept
that you can teach skills, but
you can't teach height," Bradley said. "I realize a lot of this
is about my height, but that's
fine. I don't think the Magic
would have brought me here if
they weren't interested."

Thursdays Carnes
Houston (Sondell 5-7) at Loa Angeles (Hershitior
6-5). 305 pm
Cinonnali (Browning 4-31 at San Diego (Taylor
0-5). 3.05 pm
Colorado (Blair 3-4) at San Francisco (Burkett
10-2) 395 pm
Onlygarnee scheduled

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
;

Chestnut
Street
Murray
753-8844

7M
53u-r8r84
ay4

19 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last nineteen years, we are
having a week long sale.. Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift
certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the
week of June 21-26.
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*Summer Specials*
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$84.33
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BASEBALL SOFTBALL
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REEBOK DAY
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Kit#
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*Buy a Master Kit and receive a free
oil pump and expansion kit. Chevy #302-9 valued at
$44.34 or Ford #668-9 valued at $49.68.
We offer a complete line of Engine Kits for all makes and models.

Call or visit your NAPA Auto Parts Store for competitive prices.
Complete
Offer expires July 3/, 1993.
At NAPA You Always Get What You Pay For'
and that's why we put our name on
what we sew
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
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Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists

-

Guild continues "Red,
White, Blue" tradition

COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServioeMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

The Murray Art Guild's "Red, Guild and from members.
They
White and Blue" Show will again will be on sale July 3 in front
of
be a part of Freedom Fest activi- Hilliard Lyons on the north
side
ties July 3. This show and com- of the court square, where
the
petition is limited to Murray Art painting is on display.
Guild members, with first, second
Tickert are $1 each or six for
and third prizes given.
$5.
The show opens July 3 and
A show of Gardner's other
continues through the month of works, including many
local
July. At 1 p.m., a name will be barns and flowers, is on display
drawn to receive the painting at the Guild until June 29.
"Peonies" by Barbara Gamder.
Also showing until June 29 in
This painting was donated to the Upstairs Gallery are works
by
Lhe Guild as part of a fund- another Guild artist, Barbara
raising activity.
Snyder, the June Artist of the
Tickets are on sale now at the Month. Her show includes
a

REGISTER TO WIN
ot) Tcxets To Tne R0000
And
US Flap F bye, Ovef
The US Capita
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Bridles T Britches
. 94 E. (1

mlle1 Murray • Open Sundays • 759-4408
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BREAKFAST

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

S3HON(11 3.1.171d

SEAFOOD- BAR-B-0

FISH. SEAFOOD. BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH

Hwy. 121 North • 759-1864

Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

8 oz. New York Strip
Toss Salad
Choice of
Potato
Texas Toast
Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

$3.75

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25
Saturday & Sunday
County Ham
Breakfast
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$3.15

x
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series of paintings of shoes of ell
types.
Guild hours are Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. The public is invited to
these and all other Guild shows at
no charge.
Local artists and aspiring
artists are especially encouraged
to visit.
The Murray Art Guild has been
a part of the cultural life of Murray since 1967, serving both local
artists and the public with shows.
classes, competitions and many
other activities.

Lots of stars will shine
in Murray's Playhouse
Banners aren't the only things
that arc star-spangled in July, so is
The Star-Spangled Girl. Production
dates are July 16-18 & 22-25.
Neil Simon's comedy, The StarSpangled Girl is an hilariously
funny, fast-moving play, which
starred Anthony Perkins and Connie Stevens in its long-running New
York production. The play deals
with two young men earnestly
working to publish their "protest"
magazine, and their relationship
with the all-American young
Olympic swimmer, who moves in

next door. The three of them create
a lot of fun out of familiar situations,
and love and politics blend delightfully in a bubbling series of events
created with the masterly skill and
inventiveness which have become
the hallmarks of Neil Simon.
This production will be directed
by guest artist, Cleo Gambetta,
accomplished educator and native
Californian, who will be traveling to
Murray specifically for this purpose. Cleo has taught English and
Drama in Northern California for
many years, and we are privileged

to have her share her talents with us.
If the summer heat is starting to
get to you and you feel like you need
a well-deserved break and a few
good laughes,then July is the month
for you. Come down to The
Playhouse In The Park and treat
yourself to The Star-Spangled Girl.
Thursday through Saturday shows
bgin at 8:00 pm and Sunday matints begin at 2:0()pm. Ticket prices
ate $6.00 general admission, $5.00
senior citizens and $4.00 students.
Come and see us! You'll be glad
that you did!

Patty Loveless, Radney Foster
featured at Freedom Fest'93

Creative Landscaping

The 1993 Murray Kentucky
FREEDOM FESTIVAL and WSJP
& WBLN Radio have announced
the selection of PATTY LOVELESS to headline the 93 festival to
be held on SAT JULY 3, 1993 at
7:30 pm central time. The show will
be held at ROY STEWART STADIUM, Murray Kentucky. Patty
Loveless broke into the country
scene just a few short years ago,and

New Summer Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-4 p.m.
We have a full yard of shrubs and
trees available for landscaping today.
7534725

Hot Summer Savings
On GE & RCA Appliances!
6.111on ,-- ,•10r-.1c on ;1007
• Aci1l,i.11-1.•
• .••41.1..k pan

Regional act BO-DUNN AND
has achieved major success with her
THE DEAL will open the show,
album releases, live shows, and
single hits, which include HURT going on stage at 7:30pm. Radney
ME BAD (IN A REAL GOOD Foster and the female super star
WAY); JEALOUS BONE; TIM- PATTY LOVELESS will follow.
BER; ON DOWN THE LINE; Reserved scats at $12; general adBLUE SIDE OF TOWN; DON'T mission seats arc $6.00. InformaTOSS US AWAY;LONELY SIDE tion phones are 502-753-2400 or 1OF LOVE; CHAINS; I'M THAT 8(X)-879-9256. Tickets are also
KIND OF GIRL, and her most available at Disc Jockey in Paducah,
recent and current hit single KY; Sunset Blvd. in Murray; Murray Commerce Center; and WSJP /
BLAME IT ON YOUR HEART.
RADNEY FOSTER, will open for WBLN Radio studios in Murray,
KY. The first 1200 present at the
PATTY LOVELESS. This young
ARTISTA RECORDING ARTIST, concert will get a free Kentucky
is known as a well known song Lottery Ticket.
writer and half of the former group
The show is booked by Rick
FOSTER & LOYD. His first two Modcsitt & Associates Entertainsolo singles have done extremely ment of Parkersburg, WV; Rick
well on the charts....they include Modesiu, Executive Producer and
NOBODY WINS and JUST CALL Chris Miller, Associate Producer
ME LONESOME.
for the show.

icj

Refrigerators with
Factory Installed
Automatic lcemaker
•

18 2_( ii 1-1 aim( it\
\11 18018

$629

4etraW„,
Vt--- June 25
thru July 5
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(
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Murray, Kentucky

NON%

8699

Friday - June 25

American Red Cross
Tennis Tournament
Main Street Mile Fun Run/Walk
Optimist Club's "Biggest Small
Town Parade in America"
Old Fashioned Street Fair
Storytelling Festival
United Way Volleyball
Tournament

Oklahoma'

Saturday - June 26
"OklahomaFreedom Fest Flea Market
Little Mr. & Miss Freedom Fest
Miss Freedom Fest
Celebration of Civil Liberties
Speak Out and Nile
Amateur Radio Fielcrbay

FREE
•

Amateur Radio Field Day
"Oklahoma"

FREE

Tuesday - June 29
Bachelor Cook-off

Delivery

Thursday - July 1

• 2 coottog7 fan only speed"
• witY airflow direction
pocition thermostat
• I icy Ti, lean %brie not
*met
•I asy tttttlint window
installation

•

FREE
Removal of
Old Appliances

ONLY

ONLY

'599

$419

Murray Ikpp ance 9 111,
1 ott)

Museum Hours Monday-Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Free Admission.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Sunday - July 4

Saturday - July 3
All Size. From

THROUGH JUNE
'Photography Exhibit —
Ronald J. Kurth, free at the
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
•Art Exhibit — James R.
Meek, free at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.
PERMANENT EXHIBITS
*Parker Barbershop donated
by Dr. William J. Colbum
includes shaving mugs and
accessories donated by Danny Harrison and Tom Jones,
free at the Wrathcr West
Kentucky Museum.
*Nathan B. Stubblefield, free
at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
•Bogie Antique Gun
Collection
WEEKLY
Painting Sessions — Held at
the Murray Art Guild, 103 N.
6th St., from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays; 6 p.m to 9 p.m.
Thursday; visitors welcome.

National Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
Art & Craft Show
Sports Card Show
Veterans' Memorial Service
Let Freedom Ring '
Dealers' ()mice Sale
American Red Cross
Tennis Tournament
Patriotic Musical
Music With a Bang

Dessert Cabaret
FOX 23 Kids Club in the Park
Rotary Golf Tournament
Rsher Price Kids Parade
Family Night in the Park

Lions Club 5K Journey for Sight
Boy Scout Breakfast
National Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
Red, While & Blue Art Show
Art and Craft Show
Sports Card Show

New Exhibits
At Wrather West Kentucky
Museum:
— 'Julian
Carroll
memorabilia
— Scottish Heritage Exhibit
— Finley Collection of
Watches
— Noble Knight Collection
of Clocks

featuring

Friday - July 2

•8 000 UT

June 25-27
Musical Production —
"Oklahoma," admission, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.;
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park.
July 1-2
Music Cabaret — admission,
Thursday and Friday at 8
p.m., Playhouse in the Park.
July 3
Storytelling Festival —
sponsored by the Spinners!
storytelling troupe from noon
to 5 p.m. at the National
Scouting Museum.
July 9
Dance Production — "Dance
Interpreting Visual Art,"
Jackson Purchase Dance
Company, admission, begins
at 7 p.m. at the Yeiser Art
Center, Paducah.
through July 16
Exhibition — "Baskets:
From Art to Kitsch," free at
the Clara NI. Eagle Gallery.
through July
Art Exhibit — "Red, White
and Blue," free, opening July
3 at 9 a.m. at the Murray Art
Guild, 103 N. Sixth Street.
Drawing for Barbara Gardner
watercolor at 1 p.m. on July
3.

Patty Loveless &
Radney Foster

Dessert Cabaret

HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
nit-p
• H, (of,

BUSINESS COUNCIL F 'It THE ARTS

Country Music Fest '93

Sunday - June 27

Normal Installation

HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
• tti
• 18000,11 700 BTU
• /30208 volts. 9 1'99 amps

r

•

Read the classifieds
All-Amerlcan
Western Wear
Head to to...
Outfits for the entire family.
(Acta! Wangler PRCA Dealer

Calendart3

Briggs & Stratton
I 'reworks Spectacular
II ASi

Monday - July 5
•
•
•

in it,

American Red (rocs
Tenni% Tournament
Old Time Independence
Trade Da•

th. I, r. dc. Ili. I%
I/111M

'lin M.

•

For more information call 753-5004, slop at Freedom Fest Headquarters,
Murray Tourism Commission in the Commerce Centre Hwy. 441 N. or write: Freedom Fest, Box 190, Murray, KY 42071

-14 \• -

••••
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•
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Calloway County students of
KET German receive honors

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

AUTOMOTIVE

Air Conditioning Specialist
Wholesale — Retail
In Ky. 1-800-221-3610
753-3282

Several Calloway County High
School studentsenrolled in the KET
Star Channels German 11 course
received awards for their achievements in the study of German during
the 1992-93 KET Star Channels
academic year which ended June 4.
The following Calloway County
High School students walked away
with honors at the Regional Foreign
Language Festival held in April at
Morehead State University. Melissa
Baird placed third in Listening
Proficiency,la vel 11; Michael Phillips placed second in Framable Art,
Level II; and David Armstrong
placed third in Food - Dessert,Level

B&L
Automotive Dist.
810 Coldwater Rd. • Murray
Andy Bea,e & Key,- Lamb

(Formerly

The KET Star Channels program

01 Rotio tt Cunnogham Auto)

We can provide information and coverage for your

BUSINES
INSURANCE
Retail Stores
Offices
Apartments
Rental Dwellings
Coverage for:
Building
Business Personal Property
Loss of Income
Business Liability

INSURANCE

is a statewide, interactive telecommunications system. KET delivers
six live high school courses daily by
the KET Star Channels satellite
system to schools around Kentucky
and 18 other states where the
courses were not previously available. For the 1992-93 school year,
more than 1,5130 students were
enrolled in KET Star Channels
courses.

For the 1993-94 school year,
KET will offer Star Channels
courses in German I, Physics, Precalculus, Latin I, Latin II, Probability & Statistics, and Discrete
Mathematics. For information about enrolling, please call (800)7536533.

Classroom the cable television network's free national membership
organization for educators. Eligibility to attend the summer seminar
is one of the benefits provided to CSPAN in the Classroom members.
The seminar will take place Aug.
2-3 in C-SPAN's Washington, D.C.
office, located two blocks-Wm the
U.S. Capitol.
The seminar is organized by CSPAN's marketing department,
which provides free support to
educators who utilize the network's
programming in teaching and research. Since the first seminar took
place in 1987, more than 4(X) professors have participated.
Plymalc joined the Murray State
faculty in 1992.

$

$ $ SAVE MONEY

Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, CAR, FARM
coverages too
SHELTER

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also offer:
•FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

CALL TODAY AND SAVER

SER ALL

Well always be there for you.

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

Shelter Insurance Cos.. Home Office 1817W. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

Phone 753-6433

Manager - John Hutching

Murray, Ky.

"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Them All Call SERVALL

Read the classifieds

1993
1993
Chevrolet
Geo Metro
Lumina Sedan 3 Door Coupe

1993
Chevrolet
Astro CL

MIAMI (AP) — A Colombian teen-ager who says he stowed
away to Miami in the wheel well of a cargo jet will be sent back to
his homeland, U.S. immigration officials said.
Juan Carlos Guzman, 16, lied about his identity, claiming to be
I3-year-old orphan "Guillermo Rosales," said Walter Cadman,
local director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The boy arrived June 4 aboard an Arca Airlines DC-8 jet. Guzman said he took the three-hour trip from Cali tucked inside the
plane's landing-gear wheel well.
Some authorities doubt that part of his story, but Cadman said
Tuesday there is no longer any question he lied about being an
orphan.
"The boy is not who he purports to be," he said. "The stuff he
said about his family, his name and his age, none of that is accurate. Given the fact that other things haven't panned out,ave don't
know how he really got here."
INS officials asked Guzman to leave the United States by July
14, when his current immigration parole expires.
His lawyer, David Iverson, said the boy is depressed "because
he has to go back to the terrible life he had in Colombia."
Iverson said he would make 3 final auempt to keep the boy in
the United States. Guzman was staying with a cousin.
Medical, aviation and immigration authorities were .skeptical
about the boy's story. They said the freezing cold and lack of oxygen at high altitude would have killed him. The INS was continuing
its investigation.
The mother, interviewed on NBC's Dateline in a Tuesday broadcast, said she wants her son to remain in Miami.
"The truth is that the boy has a mother in Cali who claims that
she tossed him from the house because he was uncontrollable,"
Cadman said. "He can't stay here because he has a family in
Colombia."

PADD offers counseling to area
seniors on rules and regulations
Purchase Area Development District is now offering Benefits
Counseling to residents of Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
and
Marshall,
Hickman,
McCracken counties. The Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources
coordinates the program to assist
older Kentuckians with the array of
federal and state rules, regulations
and procedures of private and
public benefits.
Information is available regarding Medicare ant' Medicaid eligi-

Stock #93148

bility, benefits and claim filing:
Medicare Supplemental Insurance
comparison information and claim
filing; Long-Term Care Insurance
information; and other ty ries of
health insurance benefits.
. People eligible for the program
include individuals age 65 or over.
anyone with perimment kidney tai
lure, and certain disabled petiple
undcr5.
or
lurther mlormation coma( t
Janet Pollock at 247-7-171 or I X00-866-4`11

Gillespie's trumpet Hendrix's pants sell at auction
NEW YORK (AP) — One of
Dizzy Gillespie•s trademark
trumpets sold for $50,600 at a
Sotheby's auction of entertainHollywood
ment and
memorabilia.
The Hard Rock Cafe bought
one of Presley's jumpsuits for
$17,250 and a pair of Jimi Hendrix's pants for $16,100. Two
pieces of lingerie that Madonna

1993
Chevrolet
S10 Blazer
4 Door

Stock # 93019

Stock # 93200

Stowaway to be
sent home to Colombia

Plymale joins other educators
in C-SPAN's Summer Seminar
Dr. IdaRuth Plymale, associate
professor in the Murray State University department of journalism
and radio-television, will join 35
other educators from across the
country for C-SPAN's Summer
1993 Seminar for Professors in
Washington, D.C.
The seminar unites professors
from academic disciplines as diverse as political science, journalism. speech, communications and
public policy. It will focus on
creative ways to use C-SPAN's
public affairs programming in the
college classroom and in research.
Plymalc was selected through a
competitive application process
open to all of the 4,500 college
faculty members of C-SPAN in the

PAGE 11
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wore in concert also %vac sold.
Except for the Hard Rock
Cafe, the buyers on Wednesday
were private collectors or dealers.
The Gillespie trumpet fetched
much more than its presale estimate of S15,000 to S20,000. Aui
American collector bought it.
said Sotheby's spokeswoman.
Magda Grigorian.

1993
Oldsmobile
Cutlass Cierra
Stock #93100

Stock # 93271

List Price

5526"

9

Discount & Rebate

List Price

"
-2592

293321

OUR PRICE9

List Price
List Price

8766

9

Discount & Rebate

-242410

"
$8041
Discount & Rebate -284871

Discount & Rebate -87134

Cloth 60/40 Split Bench Seat
3.1 Liter V-6 Engine
Air Conditioning
White Sidewall Tires
Tilt Wheel
Cruise Control
Floor Mats

"
$20006

00

$17628'

"
Discount & Rebate -2649

YOUR PRICE 97581°

591729

966 YOUR PRICE9
PRICE
$716
YOUR
Engine
Overdrive Transmission
Air Conditioning
Cloth Bucket Seats
AM-FM Stereo Radio

List Price

4.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed Automatic Transmission
8 Passenger Seating Package
Deep Tinted Glass
Two-Tone Paint
Tilt/Cruise
Attit=FM Cassette Stereo Radio
Luggage Rack
Rallye Wheels

YOUR PRICE S1
Enhanced (200 H.P.) V-6
Powertrain
Air Conditioning
Full Power
Bucket Seats
Luggage Rack
Deep Tinted Glass
AM-FM Cassette
Argent Aluminum Wheels
Too Much to List!

497843

3300 V-6 Engine
Driver Side Airbag
Rear Window Defogger
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
Tilt/Cruise
AM-FM Stereo Cassette
Floor Mats

USED VEHICLES
1992 Oldsmobile Bravada Sport Utility
18,000 Miles, Red w/ Beige Leather, Trailering
Package

1990 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
5.7 Liter, Automatic, 1 -Owner, 44,000 Miles, White
with Red Interior

1991 Cadillac Seville
White with Burgandy Leather, 45,000 Miles

1990 Chevrolet Beretta GT
V-6 Engine, Automatic, Full Power, 1 -Owner

1991 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
49,000 Miles, White with Blue Cloth, Fully Loaded,
Sharp

1990 Dodge Daytona
V-6 Engine, 5 Speed, A/C, Cassette, Alloy Wheels,
26,000 Miles

1990 Chevrolet Beretta
42,000 Miles, Automatic, A/C, White with Gray Cloth

1989 Lincoln Town Car
Signature Series, Local Trade-In, 51,000 Miles

1989 Buick Regal Limited
48,000 Miles, Dark Blue with Blue Cloth, Fully
Loaded
1988 Oldmobile 98 Regency Brougham
78,000 1 -Owner Miles, Super Sharp Car, Well
Cared For
1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
V-8 Engine, Alloy Wheels, 1 -Owner, New Car
Trade

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.

CHEVROLET
Geo.
1

PEPPERS
642-3900 • 600 Tyson Am • Hwy. 79S • Paris • 1-800-325-3229
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MURRAY
Is A

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Representative. its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
grfts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call
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State will re-examine Elvis' death certificate
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
An independent forensic pathologist, will re-examine Elvis Presley's autopsy reports in a move
that could settle a dispute over
whether the singer died of a drug
overdose or a heart attack.

0Maiqqk
1{a1
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingaborg King 492-8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

a a

Cindy Forth Has Shown
Excellence in Service & Performance

r

'
Cindy Forth, office manager of Murray Cablevision,
recently received the "ESP" award.
'The award is given each quarter recognizing the employee displaying excellence in service and performance to
our customers,' Burnette Ferguson, system manager, said.
Forth, a graduate of Murray High School, is starting her
15th year with Murray Cablevision. As an ''ESP- winner Forth
received a gift certificate, a gift from the headquarters office
and a personalized plaque.
Selection of the "ESP"award is made by fellow employees
and management of the Murray office.
Forth and her husband, Tim, have a 4V2 year old son, Clint
and a 6 month old daughter Brittney. She is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Black Jr.

Cindy Forth
Office Manager

We're Here To Serve You!

MURRAY CABLEVISION
BEL-AIR

HOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KY

753-5005

A longtime medical examiner's
integrity and competence seems
as much in dispute as the King's
cause of death.
Health Department spokeswoman Diane Denton said Wednesday that the decision was made as
a courtesy to the Shelby County
Commission, which filed a lawsuit last month in an attempt to
force the state to reopen an investigation into the singer's 1977
death.
She said state Attorney General Charles Burson responded to
the lawsuit by suggesting that the
state registrar of vital records
cooperate, even though Burson
said the commission is unlikely
to win.
Burson also asked a chancery
court judge to dismiss the
lawsuit.
Dr. Jerry Francisco's most disputed finding as Shelby County
medical examiner is that the late
rock 'n' roll star died of heart
disease — not from drug abuse as
many people believe. Dr. Eric
Muirhead, a Memphis pathologist
who took part in Presley's autopsy, has said a mixture of prescription drugs killed the singer.
Denton said no deadline for
appointing a pathologist has been

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *** Fleming Furniture... Benton & Pa

EVERY
ITEM
PLAINLY
MARKED

FREE
GIFT!
To First 25
Families
Each Day

FINAL

DAYS ;

Thursday 9:00 - 6:00
Friday 9:00 - 8:00

;
;.5)

Saturday 9:00 - 5:00

$68

Swival Rockers

98

While They Last

Thomasville Sofa
Retail
Values To
$1,399

Now

198

Now

Appliances
Reg. Dealer Cost • 10oitt

While
They
Last

All Wood Table
& 4 Chairs

All In Stock

Retail
Value
099.95

While They Last(Benton Only)

Oak Or Pine Finish. Hexagon,
Square Or Cocktail.
Retail
668
Your Chace
Value
gl
Wh,Ie They
$129

Odd Loveseats
Retails To $899

(3 to Sell)

Occasional Tables

Nows298
Oak Finish

last

Lane Action Recliners

$144

While
They
Last

OVER 50 1/2 PRICE!
Broyhill Bedroom Suite
Dresser, Mirror, Chest.
Headboard
Retail
Value
$1,199 Now

All Thomasvilles

Accessories

Country Print

40% to5OV

All

$999 46

..$398

Pedistal
Round Table & 4 Chairs

Off

33%Off
to 77%
Klaussner
Sofa

Zenith TVs & VCRs
All Regular Dealer Cost

Retod
Value
$349

+

10%

(Benton Only)
Select Group Of

&mattress

1/2 Price

Retail
Value
4$9

$188

All Sole Priced

Nows298

Premium Firm Full Size
Mattresses & Box Springs

Daybeds
With Link Slprings

Dining Room
Suites & Dinette

Retool
Value
$899

Each Piece
Sold in Sets Only

KLAUSSNER 5 SEAT
MOTION SECTIONAL
INCLINER ON EACH END
While
Retail
They
Va hie
SI $09
Last

$888

La-z-boy Recliners
Retail Value $499
(Benton Only)
While
They
Last

698

Broyhill Sofa
Retail

Mattresses &
Box Springs

$48

..s398

All Wood Table
& 6 Chairs

$398.
Oak Finish
Bedroom Suite
Dresser,Mirror,Chest,
Headboard

..s229 $298

the couch to drive him to a hospital, Chinn said.
The organ, which had been
lying in the road about an hour,
was recovered, packed in ice and
taken to the hospital, where the
surgical reattachment procedure
took place, said James T. Sehn, a
urologist who participated in the
delicate operation.
Prosecutor Paul B. Ebert said
police had been unable to interview the man, and that no
charges had been brought in connection with the woman's rape
allegation.
Neither subject was named by
police, since they both claimed to
be victims of sex crimes.
Penile reattachments, although
not medically difficult, are rare.
"It's safe to say that fewer than
100 have ever been done," said
Charles B. Cuono, a professor of
surgery at Yale University School
of Medicine.

VENTURA, Calif. (AP) — A
man pleaded innocent Wednesday
to charges of planting razor
blades in the drivers' seats of 14
unlocked automobiles parked by
young women.
Gary Jean Muntifering, 53, was
arraigned on 14 counts of assault
with a deadly weapon and 14
counts of attempted mayhem,
said Deputy District Attorney
Gregory Totten.
Muntifering, of Ventura, was
being held Wednesday at the
county jail on $250,000 bail.
Prosecutors contend Muntifering watched the women leave
their cars, then slit the driver's
seats and planted the industrial
knife blades while they were
shopping.
Some of the women discovered

the blades before sitting down,
some sat on the blades but were
protected by their clothing, while
others got minor cuts on the
backs of their legs, Totten said.
Totten said the incidents
occurred between June 8 and 11
to women ranging in age from 17
to their early 30s who lived in
eastern Ventura County.
Muntifering was arrested June
16 in a parking lot in the Los
Angeles suburb of Burbank after
investigators staked out a store
on a tip, said Burbank police Lt.
Joe Valento. He was booked for
investigation of assault with a
deadly weapon in connection
with two attacks in Burbank and
will be arraigned there after a
hearing on the Ventura County
charges.

Judge Linda Scott said Wednesday. "She has a right to be a
child as well as to mature in a
healthy fashion."
The judge said Kathryn and her
11 -year-old sister, Tammie, had
been abused and neglected since
they were adopted in 1986.
Kathryn knew it was wrong to
kill her mother, but the abuse
made her lose self-control, the
judge said.
Tammie faces a juvenile
charge of manslaughter.

While They Last

ANOTHER NEW
RESTAURANT NOT

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY
'74411
077
.

CI°

MANASSAS, Va. (AP) — A
24-year-old woman was charged
with malicious wounding after
admitting she cut off her husband's penis while he slept,
police said. It was reattached
surgically.
Prince William County police
spokeswoman Kim Chinn said
the woman reported the incident
to police and told them her husband, 26, had repeatedly raped
her over time and forced her to
have sex early Wednesday.
When her husband fell asleep
afterward, the woman got a knife
from the kitchen and severed his
penis in one stroke, she told
police.
She said she fled the aparunent
"in a panic," unknowingly takink. the penis with her and later
throwing it from the window of
het car, the spokeswoman said.
Meanwhile, her husband got a
friend who had been sleeping on

MESA, Ariz. (AP) — A
12-year-old who shot and killed
her abusive mother as she slept
was sentenced to two years in a
treatment center.
Kathryn Tomassoni was convicted two weeks ago of juvenile
charges of manslaughter in the
Feb. 5 slaying of Lydia Tomassoni. The 61-year-old woman was
shot in the back of the head as
she lay on a couch.
"The treatment facility would
give her back her childhood,"

RULES OF SALE • All merchandise sold with full manufacturer warranty • Must be removed within 72 hours• Cash,
'checks, bank cards accepted • Up to 36 months financing available( with approved credit)•90 days same ces cosh
• All merchandise sold FIRST COME FIRST SOLD.
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Woman accused of cutting
off husband's genitalia

Child sentenced to two years
of treatment after killing mother

Queen Sleeper
Sofa
Retail
Value
$899

Smith said. "This does nothing
whatsoever and will not satisfy
my lawsuit."
Francisco, a county medical
examiner for 30 years, said Wednesday from home that he doesn't
mind if the autopsy records are
inspected.
"The truth will speak for
itself," he said.
Francisco said drugs were
found in Presley's body, "but not
enough to be the cause of death."
He maintained that King suffered from high blood pressure
and coronary artery disease, "to
which we do not know the
cause."
The probe will be limited to an
analysis of the autopsy from
records that were available for
review when Presley's death certificate was completed. Denton
said.
She said there are no plans to
exhume Presley's body.

Man pleads innocent to planting
razor blades in unlocked car seats

STOREWIDE SAVINGS UP TO 0070 it
Odd Chest

set and she does not know how
long the investigation will take.
Aside from the cause of Presley's death, County Commissioner Vasco Smith has said the
lawsuit is part of a 19-year
attempt to remove Francisco.
Exposing a cover-up in Presley's death would provide the
evidence needed to discredit
Francisco's autopsies in 20-25
deaths, Smith said. The commissioner believes the deaths
resulted from police brutality.
Smith told The Commercial
Appeal newspaper in Memphis
that the state's de:cision doesn't
go far enough. He said evidence
published in a 1991 book on Presley's death showed that doctors
sent specimens to private laboratories, which found he died from
a reaction to drugs.
"If those (results) aren't going
to be reviewed, they aren't doing
anything but whistling Dixie,"

Design Assistry
Available

For 24 Years Still Serving The Best
Fish Dinners At The Best Prices.
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6 Pc Fish Dinner
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$5.95
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Ruble E. Smith, 80, of Olive
Roulevard, Murray, died Wednesday at 9:02 a.m. at Murraycalloway County Hospital.
She retired July 1, 1974 as
Professor of Education and
Chairman of Department of
Llementary Education, School of
tAucation, Murray State

Mrs. Willie Bell Oliver

Ms. Smith received her A.B. in
1933 from Murray State University and her M.A. in 1939 from
icorge Peabody College for
feachers, Nashville, Tenn. She
did post graduate work at University of Kentucky and Murray
State.
The Murray woman taught in
elementary schools in Benton and
Marshall County from 1933 to
RUBIE E. SMITH
1939. and was supervising teachand Lillian Smith.
er of Grade Six at Murray State
Survivors include several couCollege Training School from
sins and many close friends.
1939 to 1946 before going to
The funeral will be Friday at 2
Murray State Department of Edup.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churcation in 1946 from where she
chill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jefretired.
fords will officiate. Music will be
numerous
She has conducted
by Margie Shown, soloist, and
workshops, lectures, in-service
Joan Bowker, organist.
consultant, and seminars in KenBurial will follow in Birmingtucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illiham Cemetery in Marshall
nois, Indiana, Virginia and LouiCounty.
siana. She was a delegate to
Friends are calling from 1 to 2
White House Conference on
today at Benton Methodist
p.m.
at
1970
in
Youth
Children and
Church. Visitation will be from 5
Washington, D.C., and was
to 9 p.m. today (Thursday) at the
appointed to Advisory Committee
funeral home.
for
Improvement
on Educational
Memorials may be made to
Kentucky in 1990.
E. Smith Scholarship Fund
Rubic
Ms. Smith has been a member
State University.
Murray
at
Church,
of First United Methodist
Murray, since 1939. She was., a
former member of Benton
Methodist Church and Murray
Woman's Club. She was a valedictorian of her graduating class
at Benton High School in 1929.
NEW YORK (AP) — ScienBorn May 31. 1913, in Martists say they have discovered a
Shall County, she was the daughtbelt of asteroids relatively close
er of the late George W. Smith
to Earth. But the chunks are so
small they would probably
explode in the atmosphere with
little damage if they collided with
the Earth.
The asteroids measure less
than about 55 yards across, and
their concentration is highest
Prices as of 9 AM
between the orbits of Earth and
Mars, researcher David RabinoChg
Price
Company
witz said in today's issue of the
journal Nature.
They are spread much more
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Small asteroids near
Earth,scientists say
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Court Square
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Upon Request

Federal-State Market News Service June 14. 1543
Kentucky Purchase Aram Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stenos., Receipts Act. OM,E.3110 Barrow* &
Glks flrim .50 Meter Sows steady
147.511-41.04
US 1.2 2311430
144.31-47.11
US 1-2 2111-234 lb..
147.410-47.511
US 2-3 2313201 law144.11-4711
US 3-4 2441-2711 lb.,
Sows
13111-33.11
US 1-2 274.350 lbs.
$33.110-34.04
US 1-3 3110-445 lbs.
S34.04-35.1111
US 1-3 411-525 lb.._
$331131.51
US 1-3 525 and up
124.1111-31.1111
US 2-3 341-5041 lbe.---Bears 129.111-344541

Mrs. Oliver, 86, Denver, Colo.,
formerly of Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Monday at 5:45 ,p.m. at

Marvin Nesselrode
Marvin Nesselrode, 74, of ers, Mrs. Ann Barnes and Ms.
13893 Owenton Rd., Frankfort, Clara Phenton Karsner, Frankfort;
one son, Bobby Nessclrodc, San
died Saturday at his home.
Antonio, Texas; one sister and
South
He had retired from
brothers, all of Frankfort;
two
of
years
35
after
Bell
Centrral
service. He was a member of three grandchildren.
Services were at 2 p.m. TuesTelephone Pioneers.
Survivors include his wife, day in the chapel of Rogers FunMrs. Frances Shelton Nesselrode, eral Home, Frankfort. Burial was
formerly of Murray; two daught- in Frankfort Cemetery.

Gift carried seed of disaster
FALLSTON, N.C. (AP) —
Farmers and agricultural officials
in North Carolina are using weevils as front-line troops in a battle
against invading thistles.
Hay from Midwestern farmers
helped North Carolina cattle farmers survive a 1986 drought, but
the gift carried the seeds of
another disaster — the musk
thistle.
The weed's prickly branches
are choking some pastures so
badly that farmers are losing 25
percent of the grass for livestock
feed and hay. The plants grow
more than 6 feet tall and spew
thousands of windborne seeds
from purple flowers.
"It's like a time bomb. It's an
aggressive weed. They're much
more aggressive than the bull
thistle or the native thistles,"
said Richard McDonald of the
North Carolina Department of
Agriculture.
North Carolina farmers lost
about 70 percent of their pasture
crop during the drought, and farmers from Colorado to Ohio sent
them thousands of bales of hay.
William "Dub" Martin
received 45 bales from Indiana
during the 1986 haylift. Martin
and his son raise 80 purebred
Charolais cattle on 150 acres
south of Fallston in Cleveland
County, the center of the musk
thistle infestation.
Martin's cattle can't graze on
the thistle. He carries a mattock
in his truck to dig thistle when he
checks his cows.
"We haven't sprayed because
when you spray you kill clover.
We have done a lot of digging
'em up when they're young,
before they make a seed," he
said.
A couple he hired to dig thistles hauled away two pickup
loads in one day, Martin said.
In May, scientists trying to
control the thistles with natural
enemies released 4,500 flowerhead weevils on Martin's pastures. The tick-sized weevils eat
only thistle, burrowing into the
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In lake area setting, set in
lush woodland. Custom
built, two spacious living
areas, formal dining. fin
ished walk out basement to
terraced deck area, home
culla, them bedroom, two
fmth home

,900

Local one owner, air, AM/FM cassette, rear $11
defogger.
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1992 Mazda 626 DX
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flower and eating the seeds.
Farmers also are using rosette
weevils, which have spread south
from a Virginia thistle-fighting
program started in 1974. Rosette
weevils cat the plant at the
ground.
The combination of flowerhead
and rosette weevils has reduced
thistle populations in Virginia
and Missouri by 70 percent to 95
percent in the past several years.
The thistle flourishes in overgrazed pastes, where grass
stands have become thin. Once
established, it robs the grass of
water and nutrients and discourages cows from grazing.
Greg Traywick, Cleveland
County's extension director, said
the U.S. Department of Agriculture has assured him that the
weevils won't hurt alfalfa, cotton
or any other crops.
Martin winced a little when he
thought of releasing weevils on
the land where his cotton-farming
family fought the boll weevil. He
hopes disaster relief doesn't
become yet another disaster.
"Farmers arc still very skeptical about turning something
loose," he said.

•

ried, Stuart left for New York
City with the manuscript of his
first novel, "Trees of Heaven,"
published by E.P. Dutton & Co.
in 1940.
In 1960, the Stuarts and their
daughter, Jane, went to Egypt,
where Stuart taught for a year at
the American University in Cairo
while Mrs. Stuart taught in the
American Elementary and Secondary School in a Cairo suburb.
Stuart suffered one stroke in
1978 and another in 1982 that left
him in a coma. He spent the last
18 months of his life in an Ironton, Ohio, nursing home.
Mrs. Stuart was at his side daily, bringing stacks of correspondence to share with him — not
knowing if he was able to hear
her.
In addition to her daughter,
Mrs. Stuart is survived by four
sisters, Millie Zachcm of Russell;
Nancy Curry, Laura Callihan and
Lucille Norris, all of Greenup;
and two grandsons, Eric
Juergensmeyer of Colorado and
Conrad Juergensmeyer of Florida.
Funeral services were scheduled Friday with burial in the
Plum Grove Cemetery.

GREENUP. Ky. (AP) —
Naomi Deane Norris Stuart,
widow of Kentucky poet kaureate
and writer Jesse Stuart. died at 85
following an extended illness.
Mrs. Stuart died Tuesday at
King's Daughters' Medical Center. She had continued to live in
the couple's W-Hollow home
near Grecnup since her husband's
death Feb. 17, 1984.
A former schoolteacher, Mrs.
Stuart worked closely in recent
years with the Jesse Stuart
Foundation, a non-profit organization created in 1979 to preserve
her husband's literary works.
Foundation Director James
Gifford said he and foundation
member Judy Thomas visited
Mrs. Stuart a few days before her
death.
"We talked about our plans to
re-publish more of Jesse's books
for the coming year," Gifford
said.
Although she never wrote
prose or poetry, Mrs. Stuart provided the titles for many of her
husband's works.
A native of Samaria in Greenup County, she and Stuart met
while students at Gre,enup County
High School. They married Oct.
14, 1939, and set up housekeeping in the one-room log cabin
that since has been expanded to
10 rooms.
Ten days after they were mar-
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101
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Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
ACd.!,on al
InfOrrnation

BOG MARKET

Julian Temple Nursing Home,
Denver.
Preceding her in death were
her husband, William Franklin
Oliver, and one grandson, James
Dale Oliver.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wilma Sue Best and husband, Keith, Estes Park, Colo.;
two sons, Jimmie Oliver and
wife, Glenda Sue, Bumpus Mills.
Tenn., and William E. (Bill)
Oliver and wife, Betty, Denver,
Colo.; one sister, Mrs. Tula Butler, Symsonia; eight grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Willie
Bell Oliver will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rey.
Jim Fortner will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be pianist and
organist.
Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
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Widow of Kentucky poet
laureate dies Tuesday
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Card of Thanks
In Memory

Lost & Found

u60

Help Wanted

410

... ..... .Public Sale

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

100

Business Opportunity
Instruction

010

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

010

Legal
Notice

The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board invites engineering service proposals
for an expansion project at the Murray-Calloway County Airport, Kyle-Oakley Field,
Murray, Kentucky. Information concerning
the engineering services to be provided is
available in the office of the airport board
chairman, Jim Fain, at 614 South 4th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, telephone
502-753-0632.
Engineering service proposals will be
accepted on Wednesday, July 7, 1993, local
time, beginning at 1:00 p.m. in the conference room of the Murray City Hall, South
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board reserves the right to reject any and all
proposals and to waiver any formalities.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Jimmie
Lee Carmichael and
George Hargrove, CoExecutors,ofthe estate
.if Mabel H. Shosenburg, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before 9:00
a.rn. July fah, 1993,the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Court Clerk

490
495
500
510
520

020
Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Agee&
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. NAM
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free informabon

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free bail clam service'

KIDS, KIDS,
KIDS

50% OFF
Clothing
Storewide
10 a.an.-5 p.m.
Tues. thru Sat.
I104 Coldwater Rd.
5 Pointe

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open aN yew at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.
AVON sales. Be happy.
Earn $8-$10hr. Part bme,
no inventory investment.
Free samples, product, kit,
training. 1-800-690-AVON.
CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$$, silver
$$$$.$$$$$$, coins, proofsets, stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray). We buy. appraise. Christopher's
Coins 753-4161.
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment
POLISH BOY 17, anxiously
awaiting host family. Enjoys sports. computer.
Other Scandinavian, European high school students
arriving August. Call Elizabeth (312) 262-7077 or
1-803-SIBLING.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.
WE BUY MORTGAGES
And Trust Deeds. Did You
Sell Property? Receiving
Payments? Why Wait!
Fast. Cash Now! Any SizeNationwide. Great Prices.
a
1-800-659-CASH(2274).

CLASSIFIED

r

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler

!!!100'h PENALTY!!!
CITY AUTO
STICKERS
JULY 1, 1993 - $70.00
City Clerk's Office
207 South 5th Street
762-0350
Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRL: AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
II von are in reasonably good health &
( an answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
,i re a few monthly preferred rates at
,lifferent ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45

age
age
age
age

50 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

Premiums

eliaranteed

FEMALE age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

MEET 100's of nice singles.
Down Home Singles, Box
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
37857. 615-235-5000.

753-4199
HopkInsylle Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
'Our 29th year of service'

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Motorcycles 320 ..........Apartment. For Rent

435

Lake Property

I ION

Auto Services

Auto Parts

Used Cars 330
. ....... ... Vans
Used ...... 340
Campers

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

Boats & Motors 360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

o60
Help
Wanted

CITY PLANNER, CITY OF
RADCLIFF, KY Planning
Commission and Board of
Adjustments Advisor. Degreed, planning or related
field and four years experience Resume. Mayor
Smith, PO Drawer 519,
Radcliff, Kentucky
40159-0519 by July 7
Equal Opportunity
Employer

DIRECTOR, Adult Learning Center. Murray State
University seeks an individual with vision and leadership skills to direct our Adult
Learning Center on campus. Specific duties will
include the coordination of
county-wide adult education initiatives and to teach/
direct adult education classes at MSU, Murray City
Schools, and Calloway
County Schools. The position requires a Masters degree in Education or a
teaching field and either a
Kentucky Teacher Certification or significant experience in teaching adults. To
apply, send resume and
names of three references
to Dr. John Yates, Chair,
Search Committee, Center
of Continuing Education,
Murray State University,
Murray,KY 42071. Salary
competitive. Position to be
filled by July 1, 1993 subject to approval of grant
from the Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet. EOE/MFVH.

COVENANT TRANSPORT
EARN BIG BUCKS in a
Covenant truck, our top
team earned over $85,000
last year. OTR drivers you
know the best way to increase earnings is to drive
with a growing company.
Nobody is growing faster
than Covenant Transport
We are expanding our conventional air ride fleet, and
we need drivers now! If you
are 23 years old with one
year OTR experience and
have a Class A CDL, with a
WM endorsement, and you
are interested in earning
top pay and benefits CALL
1-800-441-4394.

Lost
And Found

DRIVERS J B. Hunt Begin
Expenenced meat cutA Rewarding Career With
ter and meat wrapper
J.B Hunt. Are you looking
needed Apply in perfor a truck driving career
son
that will, offer great pay (up
Owen Food Market
to 33cents per mile), super1407 Main St.
ior benefits, permanently
assigned equipment progDANCERS, waitresses rams, a 401(k) retirement
$500 plus wkly 642-4297 plan, and a stock purchase
after 6pm. Doll House Hwy plan? If you are looking for
all of the above, come and
79E, Paris, Tn
join J.B. Hunt driving team.
DO you need a JOB, or do If you would like to hear
you need help in making more about training opporcall
positive advances for the tunities
future? We have 22 JOB 1-800-845-2197. If you curOPENINGS for people be- rently have a CDL call
tween the ages of 16-22 1-800-368-8538. J.B. Huntyears, if you are not in The Best Run For Money.
school. Call 753-9378 five EOE/Subject to Drug
days a week between Screen.
8:00am-3.00pm. We are an
EOE This project is funded DRIVERS! OTR, Flatbed
by the Western Kentucky only. Midwest/Southeast,
Private Industry Council- up to 24 cents to start,$100
sign on bonus. Call Oliver
JTPA.
Transportation
DRIVERS-Excellent Pay- 800-654-8377
-Leasing
Benefits. thru AFGI.
ing
1-800-832-5286.

America's Second Car

Ug19Duckling
pacmcm.
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

LOST: From Hwy 280 near
East Y. Big red hairy dog,
100Ibs, friendly, name is
Red. Missed by family Reward! Call 753-7312.
060
Help
Wanted
AGENTS NEEDED, DISCOUNT LONG DISTANCE. Phone plans,
residential/business, renewable commissions, excellent program, small refundable deposit for training manual and video,
details - 1-800-745-0249
(24 hours).
A & H LIFE AGENTS-THE
BEST DEAL JUST GOT
BETTER! In addition to our
20+ health products, WE
NOW SELL A PPO ADVOCACY SERVICE Leads,
weekly advances Free
trips and more! Call John at
1-800-229-3964_ Not An
Association
AUTOMOTIVE technician.
Full time. experience mandatory, salary based upon
experience, benefits package included Send resume
to PO Box 1040 P. Murray,
Ky 42071

***POSTAI 111111.***
Attention Murray
Stan I" 41 %, • *lofts
eir =Kato,arc ollo.
'416) 324-6221. 7 am to
10 b ri4 days 7

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hew Road, nght on Sq. Ws Road 1/4 mils
OPE Ti TO THE PLEH C

753-0466

NON.PHOF

P.O. Box 1033

CIVIC;A•4 7ATICM

Murray

We presently have an opening for a Human
Resource Specialist. Responsibilities will include issues involving compliance with various federal and state regulations, employee
interviewing and selection process, employee training, and development of personnel policies and manual. Professional characteristics should include a degree in Business
with minimum of five years experience in a
Human Resource Department dealing with
the responsibilities outlined above. Mast
have specific experience dealing with regulations involving EEOC and ADA. The person
should also demonstrate good interpersonal
and communication skills in dealing with
people Please send resume to.

-As

Computers
120
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Horne Furnishings
165
Antiques
170 ..... ..........Vacuum Cleaners
180..............._Sewing Machines
195
Equipment
200
Sparta Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Pots & Supplies

Personnel Department
Dept F
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc
P0 Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Ws are an equal opportunity employer

Help
Wanted
DRIVERS, over the road,
Van/Flat 35 states, 1 year
experience verifiable start
25-28 cents/mile with 3
years Benefits. Call
1-800-444-6648.
FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators. No cash investment. Part time hours
with full time pay. Two catalogs, over 700 items. Call
1-800-488-4875.
FULL time parts person in
lawn & garden dept Apply
in person Murray Horne &
Auto, Chestnut St, Murray.
FULL time maintenance for
apt complex, 40hrs per
week. Must have own
transportation. Apply at
Southside Manor Apt or
Murray Manor Apts.
HEATING & Airconditioning service technician. Must have experience Good benefits &
great location. Apply to Box
E, The AdvocateMessanger, 330 So Fourth
St, Danville, KY 40422.
LOCAL denist office looking for part time registered
Dental Hygenist. Call
Sherry at 753-9971
LOOKING for a motivated
individual to work in a retail
business. Must have organizational skills & be
friendly with people. Some
lifting involved & weekend
work will be required. The
understanding of office,
bookkeeping & plants a
plus. Send resume to PO
Box 1040 M, Murray, KY
42071.
MANAGER for local retail
store. Send resume to PO
Box 1040 L. Murray, Ky
42071
MANAGER trainee for Shoney's Restaurant Apply in
person Monday thru Thursday 2prn-4pm
MANAGER Wanted-Dairy
Queen Brazier for sale,
lease or will hire manager
to own. Lake Cumberland
area. Opportunity for a
young couple. Owner retiring. 502-866-5920.
PART time maintenance
helper, 30hrs per week.
Apply at Southside Manor
Apts or Murray Manor Apts

WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers. $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4297. 7om-2am.
WENDY'S is now hiring for
opening preps & morning
maintenance positions,
20-25 hrs per week. Apply
in person, Chestnut St. Ask
for Oscar.

WANTED 10 people to
share my secret of Now I
earn over $6 per hour selling Avon. Call now
753-0171

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ad.
4011 Discount Ind Ran.,
60‘ Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Man Run Withui 6 Dey Paned)
$I 75 per column irsh ewe for nbeeday Shoe
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum tat
day. 5* per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopperiThes. Classified..
go into Shopping Guide i $2.00 extra for blind box ada.
Yard Sale S7.-50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
dead]i ne.

Articles
For -Sale
ALTERATIONS and repairs. Rental gowns & tuxedos. Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray. 753-6981.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.

FOR Sale: Good used
X-RAY technician/medical church furniture near Murassistant for local physi- ray. Pews and pulpit furnician's office. Send current ture. Call Cisco
resume to: PO Box 1040 I, 1-800-365-2568.
Murray. Ky 42071.
GOOD condition, 24,000
0761
BTU Sears Coldspot air
Domestic
conditioner. 753-7236.
II Childcare
GREENHOUSE, fiberglass
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex- 10x2Oft includes 2 doors
&
perienced, dependable 2 tans. Pygmy Billy goat
cleaning service. Home on 753-6126.
office. References. Call
JUNE apples for apple
436-2569.
sauce or pies. McKenzie's
CLEANING houses is my Orchard 753-4725
business. Reliable & experienced, references. Call JUST arrived! New shipment of 16* & 16 5" Blem
Linda 759-9553.
light truck tires. All tread
CLEANING houses is my patterns $65/ea plus
tax.
business. Reliable and ex- Mounted, balanced &
put
perienced. Call Karen on. Warehouse Tire,
400
437-4484.
Industrial Rd. 753-1111.
I'LL work as a nanny/
babysitter or be a live-in
home-maker for the elderly. MEMORIAL Garden
Cemetery lot *74 in section
Call Karen at 435-4344
in the Garden of Christus
WILL babysit in my home, 753-7481 after 5pm.
experienced. 759-4490.
METAL for farm and comWILL sit nights with elderly/ mercial buildings. Lengths
sick. References & experi- cut to,order from 30" to 45'
ence. Call 753-4590 leave in inch increments 38"
a message if no answer. I wide. Galvanized or choice
will get back to you.
of 10 colors in #1 and 82
grade. Trim accessories
oo
and door hardware. Call for
Position
prices (502) 489-2722 or
Wanted
489-2724.
SEWING jobs wanted, in- NOW AVAILABLE! Cooper
cluding formal wear. Grand Classic Passenger
753-1061.
tires with 80,XXX mile warranty. Warehouse tire, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111
TREAD mill. 753-6226.
22 UNIT Motel For Sale.
Super location-gateway to
Lake Cumberland. Excellent business. Owner retiring. Has 2 bedroom, living
quarters, 2 acres land.
5022-866-5920.
HERSHEY-FRITO-LAY,
Best Vending Opportunity
of the 90's invest $14,500
(25 coin-operated machines, approved locations,
company training). Estimated
earnings
$1000-$2000 week
1-800/358-8382.

POSITIONS available for
In-Store Product Promobons and Demonstrations
Good hourly rates. Weekdays and Weekends. Mur- HERSHEY PRODUCTS
First time offered. New conray and surrounding areas
Call Monday thru Friday cept in vending. Exc in10am-4pm
(614) come PT/FT. Training/
locations provided. Invest
898-9961
$4K
to
$12K.
THREE
SALES 1-800-233-2833.
bPPORTUNITIES-We will
start you with $1600 a LOCAL SNACK ROUTE,
month guarantee, send you with Locations, 50% Fito school a minimum of 2 nancing, $5500. Investweeks, expenses paid, ment
Required.
train you on the job. To 1-800-940-7070.
qualify, must be 21, sportsminded and bondable. Out1.10
standing hospitalization
Want
and 401K plan furnished.
To Buy
Send resume to: CICA,
3000 Alvey Park Dr. West, ANTIQUES by the piece or
Suite 117, Owensboro, KY collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
42303.
TRUCK DRIVERS/
OWNER OPERATORSlyr exp up to 28 cents/mile
to start. Van or flat.
Company-sponsored training for those w/no exp.
0/0-now leasing for flatbed
division. Exec benefits.
Must be 23. Call Poole
Line
Truck
1-800-553-9443. Dept
K-15

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

1;0

060

Help
Wanted

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

050

NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

280........Mobile Homes For Rent

;ct

Personals

\II lit. II NNI/IST

Exterminating

Bel-Air Center

025

HEAL ESTATE SALES

Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Ob0

Notice

INVITATION FOR ENGINEERING
SERVICE PROPOSALS
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
AIRPORT
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Elizabeth G. Hendon, Executrix, of the estate of
Galen M.Thurman,deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. July 6th,
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

470
480
485

020

Legal
Nodes

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

I RANSP(IU 1

070

110.

230
250
290
530

MISCELLANEOUS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & l‘mes will be
responsible for only one incorrect Ingerties. Any error should be reported
immediately so correctiona can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
)ilt%

190 . ..........
Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390
Poultry & Supplies
400
Produce
550
Feed & Seed

EMPLOYMENT

Ana.

753-1916

‘ItN11-.1(s .‘1.‘111‘1. I

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals

010
020
025
030
040

ADJUSTMENT5

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition.
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition .
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
JUNK air conditioners, will
pick up. 436-2904
USED Antenna. 753-1541,
753-9431. 436-2305.

11,700 BTU window air
conditioner, energy saver,
excellent condition, $250
435-4140.

WANTED. Licensed journeyman plumber for work in
West Ky wee. Full time
position with established
oompany. Send resume of
experience to PO Box IWO,
Murray, Ky 42071.

26 STORM windows with
screens. 6 matching oak
chars, stripped, spindled
pressed back $90, (cans
for seats included). Antique
oak rocker, spindled with
aims, $40 7534147.

WANTED position(s) open
for part am* church choir
director and/or church organist Send resume & references to Worship Cornmin.. First Christian
Church, 111 N
Murray.
Ky 42071

AUSUN I WOLFF TANNING
BEDS-N•w
Commercial-Home Units
Front $190 LamPli-LolionsAccessories. Monthly paymints as low as $11. Call
Today FREE NEW Color
Catolog.14004111-9197.

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
CiaainUsect Furniture Ap
pi,ances and lAsc barns
lige Our I avewav Pian
Ws buy furniture

'WIGGLE hoe' 1 row culit
vator with fertilizer attach
ments 753 0195

1988 CLUBCAR golf cart
with automatic charger
753-2558 after 5pm
21ri
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667

ASSORTED musical
equipment for sale. Guitars Stratocaster & Washburn 753-8419.
HOME stereo for sale
Nikko mixing amp, Technics studio cd player. Marantz Gold am/fm tuner, Advante speaker w/12- woofers, wide disp tweeters,
$750 firm 437-3022 ask for
Gordon or leave message.
MID-SOUTH Musicians'
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros/
amateurs). Phone for free
brochure! (901) 642-0773.
PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.

VENTURA Classical guitar
WINDOW air conditioner, with case, $100 753-0530,
still warranty, $225; 3sp
bike, $20; 2 used bikes,
240
$20; youth golf dubs, $50.
753-0076.
Miscellaneous
160

A PERFECT WEDDING in
the original Smoky Mountain Wedding Chapels.
3PC living room suit, Complete arrangements,
couch/loveseat/chair, very reasonable Photos,
cream cloth, hardly used. music, flowers, videos,
437-3022 ask for Shanna limo, cabins, formal wear,
receptions
or leave message.
1-800-262-5683
Horne
Furnishings

Tobacco Worker
Needed
Employment from 7/26/93 through 10/15/93.
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided. Housing provided for non-commuting workers. Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion
of 50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.09/FIR.
Reply to your local employment office.

HELP WANTED-HOME HEALTH AIDES
Tired of the Hospital routine? Looking for a
change and a challenge? Talk to us about nurse
aide positions with the Purchase District Health
Department Home Health Agency. Discuss our
competitive pay plan and review our benefits for
full time employees. A register of qualified
applicants is being formed to fill full time, part time
or PRN positions for Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman. Marshall and
McCracken patients. When hired, the applicant
will provide personal care and homemaking
services to clients in their homes. Hours are
primarily day shift weekdays. Use of personal
vehicle is required, with mileage reimbursement.
Generous fringe benefits and holidays for full time
positions.
Beginning salary is $5.93/hr. or $444.75 biweekly, with a 10% increase in the first year of
employment. Applicants must he high school
graduates or have a GED, and have one year of
appropriate health related experience (aide in
nursing home, hospital or home health agency).
Applications may be secured at any arcs Health
Center, or at the Purchase District Administrative
Office, 320 North 7th Street, Mayfield. KY. The
deadline for applications is Wednesday. June 10,
1993.
Equal Opporivally Employer

• ,e
••• ,
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CIASSIFIEDS
Ilitoollansous
A BEAUTIFUL Wedding in
Gattinburg's First and Original Chapels since 1980
No test, No Waiting Photos-Flowers-MusicHoneymoon Suites (Fireplaces, Heart-shaped Ja cuz z is) Christian
Ceremony-Rev Ed Taylor
24
Call
Hours
1-800-346-2779

Mobile
homes For Rent

MAN
Homes For sale

LOG HOMES Design services FREE BROCHURE.
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES, Route 1 Box 84
CK, Moss. Tennessee
38575 (800) 231-3695

1985 SUNBELT 14x70,
2br. 1'4 bath, stove & refrigerator, $1500 and take
over payments 759-4425
after 5pm

2BR trailer
753-9866

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

ARE you buying a new
MYRTLE BEACH RE- double wide mobile home?
VACATION Don't you dare buy before
SORT
toll free
RENTALS-Studios, 1 and 2 calling
bedroom condo: house- 1-800-282-3781. Why? 1)
keeping included. Indoor/ 50 models to choose from.
ANTIQUE pinball machine, outdoor pools, and mote! 2) Special orders ok. 3)
Quick draw action, $300 Summer rates from Design your own home. No
Table saw with table. $130 5506/week FREE BRO- extra charge. 4) Lowest
759-9577
CHURE: 1-800-448-5653
payments in the south
Our fixed interest
BAHAMA CRUISE 6 PANAMA CITY BEACH. Why?
at 6.99%. 5) We
start
rates
days-5 nights $289 per Gulf front condos Fully
need well,
couple Due to corporate equipped vacation rental do it all Do you
pole,
cancellations, open to the on Thomas Drive-EFF, septic tank, power
brick
public (412) 439-5127 ext 1BR, 2BR, 3BR Daily/ porches, drive ways,
skirting? Ficoncrete
or
(524)
Weekly rates. Reserve
available. 6) Land
now' Beachside One Re- nancing
BAHAMA Cruise 5 days,4
& home financing available.
1-800-654-6052
alty
nights, Underbookedl Must
7) We sell all major brands
sell' $279/couple Limited POST-Frame Buildings. of homes. FLeetwood,
tickets (407) 767-8100 ext 24x32x9' eave, erected Franklin, Buccaneer, Gate4395 Mon Sat gam-lOpm $4251, plus freight. Other way, Northriver, Peast
sizes available Blitz Buil- State, Mansion, Pioneer. 8)
FLORIDA VACATION ders 1-800-628-1324.
One Stop Shopping. 9)
DISNEY/ORLANDO 4
Best of all we have the best
Day, 3 Nights, plus Cruise ROMANTIC candlelite
price & value on our homes
with meals aboard All for weddings-Smoky Noun the south. Call today
in
ministers,
$49 50 Per Person This tans, ordained
and save.
1-800-282-3781
elegant chapel, photoPromotional offer is limited
Best Homes, Milan, Tn.
graphs,florals, limos, vidAmerican Travel
eos, accommodations. ARE you trying to buy a
1-800 448 9475
modest prices' CHARGE mobile home and have very
FOR lakes, ponds. roads &
IT' No waiting, no blood little credit? New governstreets We have dozer,
tests, Gabinburg, Tennes- ment loans available for 1st
grader, dirt mover & also
see 1 -800-WED-RING
time buyers. Call toll free
size
Any
hogging
bush
1-800-282-3781. We may
lobs Free estimates Call
can help. Best Homes, MiTed Edwards or Charles
lan, Tn
Smotherman 436 5828 or
753-9822
GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views of Smoky Mountains'
Fireplace, balcony, kitchen,
indoor pool, Jacuzzis Honeymoon and weekend specials 1 Free brochure,
1 800 242 4853. (205)
988-5139

ASPHALT driveway sea
ling Top quality, low cost
free estimates. Jeremy
Mayes 345-2748.

KEN-TENN Investigations
Now offenng these new
services Video Disaster
Package (video & document your valuables before
disaster strikes); Project
TIME share units and Safeguard (fingerprint &
campground member- photographing of your
Distress sales- child) Bel Air Center
ships
cheap' Worldwide selec- 753-3868 or 436-6099.
tions Call Vacation Network
and Canada
U S
800 543 6173 Free information 305 563 5586
OLDWEDDINGS
FASHIONED weddings.
Candlelight ceremonies.
outdoor weddings Mountain Chapel overlooking
river. near Gatlinburg Everything provided Accommodations Romantic Carriage Ride Reasonable
prices Charge Cards accepled.
Heartland,
1-800-448 VOWS (8697)

10x50 OLDER mobile
home, $1995 436-5069
1981 SCHULTZ mobile
home, 14x56 in Coach Estates, central air, extra nice,
furnished, perfect for MSU
student 898-3879 after
5 30.
1989 14x70 2BR, 2 bath
with cathedral ceilings, jacuzzi, extra nice. 753-9959,
489-2068.

WOODGATE ESTATES III.

Ideal building location only two-tenths of a
mile from Murray city limits on asphalt paved
-areet. All city amenities: water, sewer, gas,
electric & cable. For further information, call
Kathy at (502) 435-4479. If no answer, call
753-9813.

:1:1:4116=I11".I'l= :1?." _
MINI FARM SOUTH GRAVES CO.
LARGE TOBACCO BARN
TOBACCO BASE • EQUIPMENT

(AT PUBLIC AUCTION))
THURSDAY, JULY 1, 1993
AT 6:00 P.M. - RAIN OR

SHINE

THE JIMMY COLTHARP FARM
37 ACRES IN/HOME AND BARNS
NEAR MAYFIELD • MURRAY • FULTON
1.5 MILES SOUTH OF LYNNVILLE, KY
.,
..
I
'
•
,

L
S 6 ROOM FRAME W/CENTRAL SYSTEM
S MAINTENANCE FREE VINYL SIDING
S 1 1/2 BATHS • UPSTAIRS AREA
S HALF BASEMENT • MATURE SHADE
S NICE CLEAN PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD
BEING OFFERED IN TRACTS & COMBINATIONS
HOME & 2 ACRES • BARNS & 27 ACRES
8 ACRES PASTURE LAND W/ROAD FRONTAGE
15% DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS'i
1
7.4—ACRES OF FIRE CURED AND
.51 ACRES OF AIR CURED TOBACCO BASE
TO BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Ford 5000 Dsi Tractor • Ford 4 Btm Plow • Burch 10'
Wheel Disc • Ford Front End Tractor Loader • Two- 4
Wheel Farm Wagons • 17-Tobacco 2 Wheel Pepe Scaffolds • 16%2 Axle Bumper Hitch Trailer• Sidewinder 8' Rotary Cutter • 1200 Gallon Water Tank • Field Pull Sprayer•
500 Galion LP Tank
1982 Chevy 4x4 Pickup, 1/8 Automatic
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!,

THIS AUCTION COULD SE A SLEEPER!!
MAKE PLANS TO BE THERE!!
AUCTION STARTS AT 6:00 P.M. SMARM!

S R. CASH
JAME
.
AU( TiONIFIR 4 141 Al I •01111 HI11.1n I .1
IAN( r 14110.4 K V
INII sal 1114NDO
Till SE1.1.114(. MA( /41Ni

jC
11

No pets

BAD credit in the past but
have re-established. New
government loans available. Applications taken
over phone, we can help.
free
toll
Call
1-800-282-3781. Best
Homes, Milan, Tn.
BANK financed 1988
16x80 mobile home. 2br, 2
bath, central h/a, new carpet, storm doors, windows
Take over payments
759-4065

2BR, carport, patio with
shade, new carpet, storage No pets $335/mo
753-6931

Business
Rentals
FOR Rent-Business Raltail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

2BR duplex Northwood Dr.
$395/mo plus deposit All
appliances plus washer &
dryer No pets 753-1266
before 5pm

LARGE building on college FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br.
campus. Ideal for office, No pets. Zimmerman
any other business. Avail- Apartments. 753-6609.
able July 1. 753-2967.
LARGE lbr furnished apt
with carport, water, gar310
bage. $225/mo Call after
Want
4pm 753-7662
To Rent
MUR-CAL Apartments now
28R house in good condi- accepting applications for
bon in or near Murray Call 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
502-247-9490
Phone 759-4984. Equal
PROFESSIONAL couple Housing Opportunity.
looking for 3br home to rent NICE 2br duplex, central
for approx 4-5yr in Murray h/a, satellite, $375/mo No
area. For approx pets. 753-7457
$450-500/mo Have referNICE 2br duplex, central
ences 759-1347.
gas. h/a, appliances, w/d
SMALL house, preferably hookup Northwood Dr
with fenced yard for one $400 plus deposit. No pets.
small dog One tenant, em- 753-1953 or 753-0870.
ployed professional desires
short term or month-to- NOW taking applications
month lease Call 762-6850 for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
ask for Pat
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be320
tween 8am- 12noon. No
Apartments
phone calls please. Equal
For Rent
Housing Opportunity.
1, 2, 3,4BR apts, furnished, TAKING applications for
very nice, some with section 8 rent subsidized
washer & dryer, near MSU. apartments 1.28 3 bedNo pets. Also room for rent. rooms, handicap accessi753-6111, 753-1252 days ble Equal Housing Oppor753-0606 after 5pm.
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
call
1BR, low utilities No pets Hardin, Ky or
502-437-4113
$185/mo 753-3949

CUMMINGS Meter Poles_
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 203
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027,
FOR Best deals in the
south call toll free
1-800-282-3781. 1)5br d.w.
for large family only
$29,800. 2) 3br d.w only
$18,900 only $164/mo. 3)
16x80 3br, 2 bath only
$155/mo. 4) No cash down
to land owners. 5) Lowest
interest rates in the south
Start at $6.99%. fixed it
never changes. Best
Homes, Milan, Tn.
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE. Singles/
doubles. Financing available. Clean, late model
homes. Green Tree Financial Corp/Kentucky,
or
606- 223- 1010
1-800-221-8204.
MOBILE Home Loans, mobile home financing. 1976
and newer from Green Tree
financial, competitive rates,
fast, friendly service. Call
for an application today!
1-800-221-8204
NEW '93 2br only $9980.
Delivered & set up. Only
$782.40 down, payments
start at $9995 month. Call
toll free 1-800-282-3781 for
the best deals in the south.
Best Homes, Milan Tn
NEW '93 3br only $11,980.
Delivered and set up. Only
$988 34 down, payments
start at $119 00 month. Call
toll free 1-800-282-3781 for
the best deals in the south.
Best Homes, Milan, Tn.
OWNER moving must sell
immediately 2br, excellent
condition, super buy Financing available. Call toll
free 1-800-282-3781. Best
Homes, Milan, Tn.
SAVE, Save, Save!!! One
of the area's largest selection of manufactured
homes Every home is
quality built & energy efficient. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79E,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891.
SAVE YOUR MONEY!You
don't have to rent when you
can own for much less
Save $20, $50 even $100
each month and build
equity at the same time
Like new 1991 Fleetwood
14x50,2br, 1 bath for under
$140/mo. Starks Brothers
Mobile Homes 753-2922
WOULD you like a nice
home for you and your tam•
ily? Now is the time to
invest Every day in June is
Sale Day Come by and
take advantage of super
deals like these' 3br, 2 bath
doublevede #189. $19.990
10% down and $177 per
month' 3br, 2 bath 14x80
*240 only $12,995, 10%
down and $150 per month'
Many more specials like
these Hurray While They
Last' We expect to sell all
discounted homes by the
end of June 8 5% and 5%
down payment available to
qualified buyers Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 East.
Pare, TN 901442-44M.
'Home of the Unbeatable
Dear

AVAILABLE July 1st, unfurnished, well insulated,
2br house, 4 miles east of
Murray, city water No pets
$325/mo, deposit, refer
ences 753-7551
NEWER home 2 or 31x,
deck. screen porch, minute
from lake minutes to Marray Community dock
ramp $375/mo, deposit
HUD okay 527-9639
VERY spacious house for
rent lbr, 1 bath, stove
refrigerator furnished
$300/mo, 1 mo deposit, 1yr
lease 753-2905

your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from

Murray

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

Auction Sale
Saturday, June 26 - 10 a.m.
At Noel McCuiston place in Woodland
Acres. From downtown Paris, Tn., take
Hwy.79E about 4Vi miles to Paris Plumbing
Supplies, turn off on Woodland Acres.
Watch for Auction Signs.
Will be selling dining table, 4 ladderback
chairs; Spanish sideboard; cherry magazine
rack table; oak desk; end tables; swivel chair;
old pie safe; oak washstand; oak icebox;
maple buffet; 30" electric range; oven toaster;
dehumidifier; desk light; window fan; barrell
wood heater; picture frame holder; staple gun,
sand paper; couch and chair; churn, lid and
dasher; electric push mower; 11 HP Murray
riding mower with mulcher leaf catcher and
trailer; 8'aluminum stepladder.6 ft wood step
ladder; lot of box end and open end wrenches:
levels, files; rasps; wet and dry shop vacuum:
hand saws: bench vise; 3 gal garden spray
tank, furniture clamps; C-clamps, 10" radial
arm saw; 9" Craftsman table saw; set of
shaper bits, dabo blade, turning lay; miter saw.
router and table, band saw, Edison 2 wheel
grinder, lawnmower, grinder, bell saw grinder,
saw filer, saw set for circular saws and hand
saws, B&D belt sander. B&D saber saw, 7''2"
skill saw. electric fencer, draw knrfe, hand axe,
set of counter sink bits, socket sets. lots of
items not listed Sale held rain or shine
Nool fAcCulaton, own*,

Shorty McBride. t1779. AuctIonee,
Phone tram 6.12 12.18

Multi Family
Yard Sale

1606 Calloway
Ave.
Friday, June 25
8:00-?
chairs
Couches,
beds, tables, clothes
odds & ends

Just North of Almo
Mkt. on 1824
Fri. & Sal
June 25 & 26

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information

El Cameo.old Fisher Price
toys, games, dishes,
clothes, stereos, boys bike,
bubble gum fish aquarium
utility trader
Phone 753-5493

3 Party
Yard Sale

814 N. 19th St
Frt. & Sat
June 25 & 26
7:30-500
Waterbed, Alpine car
stereo equip., bicycle
lawn mower, men, ladies & children
clothes, toys & other
misc. items

Hwy 1824 1 4 mile
north of Almo Heights.
Look for signs.
Fri. & Sat
June 25 & 26
7:00 to ?
Clothes, knock knack!,
crafts mrsc items

Yard Sale

Carport
Sale

1630 W Main
Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Snapper lawn mower
used 1 year, storm
door, sleeping bags
lantern
Coleman
closet doors, weec
whip, curtains, crafts
& clothes

Thurs. & Fri.
June 24 & 25
203 Woodlawn
Ave.
Shoes, clothing - all
sizes, maternity &
baby items

For Sale
Or Lease
3BR, 2 bath, 2yrs old, 1 25
acres shaded lot Minutes
from Murray. city water
gas, cable, appliances,
$62,000 Call after 9pm
435 4143

8-HORSES 2-2yr old fill
ies,3 mares and 2 stallions
All registered Quarter
horses 1 Registered Arabian gelding Contact Dr
Jim Rudolph or Boon Terry
Murray State University
753 8112 or 762-6925

4 Family
Carport Sale
Fairlane Drive
Sat, June 26
8 a.m.-?
3 antique clocks, furniture,
household
items, jewelry, linens
and more.
728

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
For Sale on Lake Barkley
Waterfront home & acreage. 3 bedroom
brick house, carport and patio, 3.24 acres
1400 ft. waterfront boat dock.
1.3 mile from Lake Barkley State Park (,1f
Course & Airport(on black-top road Rural
water, 8 miles from Cadiz, Ky.

Large
Carport Sale
641 N. to 80 W 2 miles
to Penny Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7 am,-7
14 ft. Jon boat re/trailer,
Sears sewing machine
Sears
wtabinet,
countertop
washer,
stove, wicker trunk, kerosene healer, clothes &
much more.

Also...
Prime commercial lot-2.6 acres, west end of
Cadiz, Corner of 274 & 68 busy intersection

(502) 924-9962

ism

imm

r

Come see the blooming •
Daylillies, Japanese Iris and I
Hostas. Over 900 varieties •

w yc,

Free flower with this coupon I

Open Garden Friday-Sunday

Yard Sale
1610 Dodson Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
June 25 & 26
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Few antiques. country ac
cents, stereo. household
'terns. Singer sewing machine, 2 bar stools, Penty
of toys arid clothes - boys
girls. womens & miens
Wide variety with lots of
bargains

C&C Nursery:
I
I
I

753-2993

I

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd.(Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd )turn left. I
1st house on left (approx. 1/4 mile)

ims

am. mom

mi•

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY

Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for

Yard Sale

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40,mo 759-4081

365

Public
Sato

Saes

3 Party
Carport Sale

view. like
1BR & studio apt available, UNIVERSITY
ENGLISH type field trial
2br,
4-plex,
in
apt
new
appliances furnished. Colesaddle, $75 753-0530
stove, retrig, micro, central
man RE 753-9898.
h/a, $400/mo 753-8096 GRAY Quarter horse mare,
1 OR 2br apts near down- nights, 753-2633 days
very gentle Good begintown Murray. 753-4109
ners horse for young or old
VERY spacious 2br. 2 bath Also 2 year old filly. After
2BR, l'/I bath, w/d hookup, duplex Northwood Drive.
4pm 901-247-5350
carport & deck $350/mo appliances furnished, cen
753-6266 437-4855
tal air & gas heat $475/mo, HAY $1 00 per bale in field
month deposit, 1 yr lease 492-8707
2BR, 1 bath, Ir, full kitchen, 1
No pets 753-2905
a/c, gas heat, located in
quite neighborhood near
hospital and university. No
pets. $250/mo. 759-1094
after 6prn
AKC Collie pups, all colors
$125-$200
2BR apt, large rooms, very NEAR MSU, kitchen. Irving 2-1yr female
near MSU for up to 4 stu- room, privileges, utilities 901-642-9220
dents, washer, dryer, furnished Coleman RE AKC Pomeranian puppies,
stove, refrigerator furn- 753-9898
wormed 1 male & 2 feished. Coleman RE
males 753-2298
340
753-9898.
AKC Rottweiler pups,
Houses
2BR apt located at 901
$300/males, $250/females
For Rent
Sycamore, $275/mo, 1yr
Will be ready July 9
lease required. No pets. 2BR, 1 bath, near univer- 753-0548 8am 5pm
References required
sity, stove & refrigerator, HAVE an obedient, sate
753-8355
w/d hookup. No pets dog for show or home
2BR apt Northwood, cen- $285/mo plus security de- Classes or private lessons
tral h/a, washer & dryer. posit. 753-1059.
Serving Murray for over
$420/mo plus deposit 3BR, 2 bath, some new 12yrs 436-2858.
753-5731 or 759-4686
carpet & vinyl. $375/mo PEG'S Dog Grooming
2BR apt near campus. No 753-2339 or 753-8767
753-2915
pets 753-5980
3BR convenient location,
SNAKES, boas, pythons,
2BR apts spacious, all $500/mo. No pets
kingsnakes, milksnakes
appliances including 753-3293..
Send SASE for free price
$450/mo
dryer
&
washer
list to. Bob Dotson, PO Box
4BR house, large yard
753-4573
7094, Paducah, Ky 42002
492-8851

A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek lust off the Blood River

610

Public
Sal*

Houses
For Rent

Apertments
For Rent

2BR duplex, central hie,
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision. Coleman RE
753-9898

300

410

310

320

280

2'0

240

E

BANTAM chicks, guineas,
peacocks, grown Bantam
roosters & guineas. Pygmy
Billy goat good breeder
753-6126

MC3SterC3

,
Call Us Today.

rin

753-1916

Public
Sale
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION Farm Machinery,
Trucks, Misc Friday, July
2, 1000arn Kirby Auction
Center, 1-65, Exit 6, Franklin, KY. Ron Kirby Auctioneer. Free Watermelon!

Garage
Sale
504 Richardson
Fri., June 25th
7 a.m. - 4 p.m
interiors,
Home
clothes, pewter figures, garage door
weed
opener,
wacker & more.

Trade Day
Flea Market
Downtown
Court Square
Mon., July 5th
individual
Vendor
groups organizations
needed to sell foods
crafts yard sale items
Reserve space
etc
today
Cae 753 4087
753 7222 days or
753 3722 miens

CLASSIFIED

TWO DAY ESTATE AUCTION
10 a.m.
Friday, June 26th at 1 p.m. and Saturday. June 26th at
Thompson.
At the home place of the late Mr.and Mrs.J.W.and Lou i se
Paris take
308 Wilson St. in Paris, TN. From the Court Square in
right.
turn
St.,
Wilson
to
block
one
go
Road
Fairground
to
Eastwood
sign.
Auction
for
watch
Auction
to
Follow on Wilson
freezer •
Friday, June 25, 1 p.m. • cheese hoop • dog irons • chest
•old high
refrigerator• washer and dryer•large old money safe•old camera
2 blade ceiling
back rocker •treadle sewing machine • old buttons • very old
fan • walnut and
cage
squirrel
large
•
tires
•
motors
electric
•
saw
circle
•
fan
fixtures • wrenches
cherry lumber,rough sawed •large lot ofgood nails• light
milk cans • old glass
• paint brushes • old miter box and gaw • c clamps •
light • ladder
pitcher • blue fruit jars • 2 old magazine racks • Clydesdale
chest • fishing
back chairs • step ladder • new rowing machine • old ice
heavy 2 x
equipment •lawn chairs •lawn and garden tools •Plywood • lot of
listed
not
items
of
lot
•
radio
old
•
lumber
other
S's - 10's - 12's •
•
depression
green
and
pink
of
lot
•
pitcher
iris
•
a.m.
Saturday,June 26, 10
Platrura
pewter bottom cut glass • amber dishes • Platens Sonyo china •
celery dish
Elegance china • other old glass and china •celery dish •Germany
Cranberry pieces •
•
pieces
stone
•
bowl
punch
large
•
pieces
occupied
•
fish bowl
carnival pieces•old milk glass piece • stone mixing bowls•opalance
punchbowl
•
jewelry
costume
old
•
figures
old
•
pieces
•old ink pen •castiron
Cola carton •
set with silver ring •2 saddle stirrups• old wood 6 pack Pepsi
time • old
Seth Thomas clock • old Clabber Girl wall clock with date and
eye shoes •
castimn wall hanger and lamp •old kerosene lamp•old hook and
cast iron cook
old mink stole • old round pictures and frame • old miniature
wall telephone •
stove•old walnut organ base made into& nice desk •old oak
cart • hand made
old coat rack • wal ki n g canes•cherry drop leaftable serving
cabinet •
walnut drop leaf table with 6 ladder back chairs with matchingchins
• walnut
stand
wash
old
•
desk
and
chest
with
beds
twin
•
table
lamp
small
table •old
pigeon hole desk • marble top drop leattable • Duncan Phyfc drum
Russell bed •
book car* and books •Jacque',for bathtub • nice cherry Lillian
with night
cherry dresser • 6. walnut frame mirror • walnut headboard bed
• old
stand • double chest • old oak rocker • old records • Walnut t.v. stand
Singer
•
chair
wheel
back
and
button
cane
old
•
baskets
quilts • old woven
old la mp tables•old chest •tablecloths
sewing machine • table lamps • other
• pots
• linen • stem)• 2 oec chairs • Kirby vacuu m cleaner • metal wardrobe
and pan. • small kitchen appliances • mist items.
stay with us
Folks: This is only a partial listing. Come and look and you will
available
Lunch
accidents
for
responsible
Not
*lime
Auction held rain or
502-4:15 4144
For more information and your auction needs Phone

Dan

- Darrell Beane Auctioneers
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CLASSIFIEDS

•

*.

'in

Garage
Sale

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

rniSC

4 Party
Backyard Sale
In Canterbury
1501 Oxford Dr.
June 25 & 26
Pair glass sliding
doors with hardware,
furniture,
camera
equipment, teenage
clothes, toys, books,
light fixtures. dishes

Neighborhood
Yard Sale
1308 Poplar St.
Fri. & Sat.

June 25 & 26
leTs mcluc.rig rDwng ma
:hire sivec equipment
m[crograye. dishwasher stove,
rect,ne, sma,i tables, area
srlail appliances baby
'ens books infant and toddler
:ones misc dishes. es
7Cre

Yard
Sale
402 South 8th
St.
Fri. 8:00-?
Sat. 8:00-Noon

3 Party
Yard Sale
121 South
Lynwood Estates
Fri., June 25
8 a.m. till 1 p.m.
Many MISC. items

1

Homes

Public
Sale

1608 Tabard Dr.
Martin Heights
Sub.
Fri., June 25
7 a.m.-Noon
Household items, clothing girl's, men's,
women's, books. toys

Garage
Sale
2102 Villa Square
Fri 7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat 8 a.m. to 12 Noon
Beveled mirror 30x60,
microwave, ioveseal &
chair antique china
1.v
closet bookcase
sets blankets, spreads,
siothes rnisc

Carport
Sale
500 S. 13th

Fri., June 19
6:00 to ??
swivel
Drapes,
rocker, bedspread,
household items, new
& used carpet pad.
pictures, clothes &
more

Yard Sale
94E turn South on
1346 to Milan Road
at Ellis Baker near
Ledbetter Church.
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m. until 6 p.m.
fishing
Furniture,
equipment, dishware,
all types of miSC.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

520

/60

Public
Sale

For Sale

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916
7'4 ACRES in Coldwater
on 1836, some wooded
489-2376
FOR RENT-One and two
bedroom apartments.
Furnished water, stove and
refrigerator. Rent based on
30% of adjusted gross in
come Union Heights
Apartments, 400 Kelsey
Street, Sturgis, Kentucky_
502-333-4461
HISTORIC PROPERTYVANCEBURG,KY Circa
1893, Main House,4100 aq
h, Victorian Four Acres
Partially Restored On Kentucky Historical register.
Possible Bed & Breakfast.
(606) 796-2069
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

3BR, 2 bath brick, 1380sq
ft, 3yrs old, $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753-3293
3BR 1 bath brick home in
city limits Priced in the
$40's 753-9708 after 5pm
4BR, 24 bath English Tudor home .in Canterbury
Estates Features great la
cation and wonderful space
for growing family. Price
Just reduced $105.000
MLSII4995 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
BY owner. Spacious 4+
bedroom, 3'/2 bath in beautiful Dogwood Drive area.
Fenced back yard, brick
patio, second story deck
overlooking tree covered
lot Formal dining room
living room, family room, 2
fireplaces Completely finished basement Asking
$139,000. Serious inquiries
only. No realtors please.
753-5800.
HOME with income. Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central Na. Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 1'4
acre site, reduced to
$49,900. 759-1122.
NEW 3br, 2 bath brick
home nearing completion
in Woodgate Subdivision
(off Johnnie Robertson
Rd). Amenities include a
large greatroom with
cathedral ceiling and
curved window, a huge
walk-in closet off master
bedroom, lots of attic storage, double garage, and
much more. Offered by
builder. 759-4586.

RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey.
Center. NICE home in quiet neighBel -Air
502- 753 -SOLD, borhood in city. 2200+ sq ft
1-800-369-5780.
under roof. 3br (split), living
room, kitchen, den, utility, 2
ROBERTS Realty Callobaths, 2 car garage. deck.
way County's oldest and
Decorated and landmost reliable real estate
scaped. Well built and ecoagency For all your real
nomical to heat and cool, 6*
toestate needs call them
exterior walls and extra inday at 753-1651! Sycasulation in attic. One owner.
more and 12th St
$107,000. Call 753-9650
WANT to buy: Old,F story for appointment No realfarm house with few acres. tors please.
Murray-Mayfield area. Call
between 6am-1pm REMODELED 3br house
city water, gas heat,
247-4601_
$49,500 4 miles out
WHOLESALE ACREAGE 753-8061
with lake access to crystal
clean Norris Lake in Northd70
east Tennessee! 5 Acres
ONLY $3900 Wooded.
Motorcycles
Prayed rd. Mountain view.
Guaranteed buildable. Ex- 1990 BLASTER, excellent
cellent Financing. WON'T condition, $1600 1986 Big
LAST! CALL NOW! Norris Wheel 200, $695 1988
Shores. 7 days, Moto 4 350 $2200
800-488-4883. File 437-4639
10-07019-48-166C.
1990 YZ 125 Dirt bike, excellent condition, never
raced. Must sell. $1500.
753-6885
BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes). Some
wooded, Southwest School
District, natural gas, city
water, cablevision. 3.3
miles from city limits. Financing available. Lots as
low as $4500. 753-5841 or
753-1566.
LOT with trees in Southwest Villa, size 100'x140' or
150'x140' 753-3488.
SIXTY-FIVE acres rolling,
wooded Can be subdivided Fronts on paved
road. Over 2000ft of frontage. Call Billie Wilson at
753-2492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtor
THREE acre tract restricted
to single family home Located north and west of
Murray Call 753-1492,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

3 ACRES, new well, 2 outbuildings fenced, 8 miles
south of Murray $9900
436-5744 or
obo
436-2528
SEABOARD Chicken
Farm 2 broiler houses, 5br
home, 165 acres Super
business $420,000 Call
Betty Daily (502) 753-1492
or (901)247-3737 Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors

Horn.,
For Sale
2BR block house on
89x200' lot in SW Hazel.
Access to city water, sewage. natural gas & cable,
$20,000 498-8718

1987 MUSTANG, blue, 4
cYl. 5sP, $2100 753-6554
1988 CHEVROLET Beretta, 6 cyl, auto, air,
56,XXX miles with optional
new car warranty. Local
one owner Reduced to
$5800 753-7210
1990 GRAND AM Quad 4
SLE, new ores, nice Call
after 6pm 753-6063
1991 BUICK Skylark, 4dr.
V-6, air, Olt, cruise. $5950
759-9400.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
INSURANCE Salvage
Cars. '88-92's, low miles,
some good titles. Hwy 1824
North across from Murray
Auto Auction. Phone
753-2089 or 354-8105.
495
Vans
1978 CHEVROLET van
good condtion, no rust
steel belted tires
753-3473.

1972 EL CAMINO, red with
black top, 350, auto, air,
new tires & paint Call after
6pm 753-8165.
1985 CHEVROLET C-20
pickup, auto, p/s, Op, V-8,
runs & drives like new.
Phone
$28 50
502-875-4050 (dealer).
1986 FORD Bronco 4x4,
white with tan interior, auto,
p/s, pfb, air, V-8, extra
dean truck, $3850 Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer).
1986 MAZDA B2000 LX.
Green, new tires, Leer topper, 6' sliding rag top, complete walk thru. 492-8219
after 6pm
1987 CHEVY Silverado
4x4, black, short bed,
57,XXX miles, $7750
753-1364 after 5pm
1987 FORD Bronco II,
loaded $4500 753-5182
1989 SILVERADO pickup,
loaded Call 435-4200
1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
27,XXX miles, $7500
759-4889
1991 NISSAN, 2 wheel
drive, $7000 492-8548
510
Campers
19

24FT Zodiac, 40,XXX
generator,
led,
1991 200 HONDA 4
wheeler, good condition, new tu
!Ion, $3800 75
$2200. 435-4003
VW Buggy; Honda XL 1977 ELDARODA motor600R; Yamaha Y-Zinger. home, 24h, 48,000 actual
All good condition, all pr- miles, microwave, N & vcr,
newly remodeled,excellent
iced to sell. 436-5580.
condition. 753-8663.
1985 SPARTAN 32tt. Ideal
for full time rv or college
student 759-4414

WATERCRAFTS Jet Ski
$1475 Wet Bike $1575
437-4639

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al 1A all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling. Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683
A 1 carpentry work New
construction, remodeling,
decks, porches, house
plans drawn Call J & C
Construction at 436-5398,
Free estimates
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts& Service
Porches and decks ava.1
able wilt metal roof
Silver roof coating
Everlock vinyl under
pinning
14 *70 — 28" n,gn aver
age $365
K Rok underpinning
Doors, Wndows Mete
Sid[ng, Floor Repair
Miller Air Conditioning_

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

BACKHOE Service - ROY
RV UOUIDATION SALE' HILL Septic system, driveMotorhomes, Travel Trail- ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
1981 CHEVROLET Monte ers, New/Used, Factory
Rebates, Bank Repos,
Carlo, good work car,$750
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Free Food & Prizes, Hall's
as is. 753-0120 after 6pm.
Service All work guaranCampers, Lexington. teed. 753-1134 Of
1983 LINCOLN Towncar, 1-800-759-9452. Sale
436-5832
leather interior and the Ends June 27 Hurry!.
works, excellent condition,
BUSH hogging, large or
high road miles, $2395 SCOTTY camping trailer, small 753-7457
Come and see. 1104 Fair- stove, ice box, a/c, sleeps
4, solid, $850. 436-2497
CARPET and vinyl installa
lane, Murray. 753-0147
bon and repairs Glen Bob520
1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn,
ber, 759-1247.
Boats
sun/moon roof, p/s, p/b,
& Motors
p/w, V-6, come look,
WANTED light hauling,
$3850. After 5:30pm 12FT aluminum jon boat, 3 trees trimmed or removed
753-8096.
bench seats,6hp Evinrude, or mowing Call Don
tank, $400. 753-0023 753-2772 or 753-2320
1986 CHEVROLET Ca- gas
price Classic, 77...XX X
miles, excellent condition,
$3295. Come and see
1104 Fairlane, Murray.
HMO:,
753-0147

1986 MERCURY Sable,
white, red interior, fully
loaded, low miles
753-5216
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
K, $2000 492-8548
THUNDERBIRD
Coupe, 73.XXX
loaded 753-1136
3pm

1988 DELTA 88, dark gray,
77,XXX miles, excellent
condition $6400 obo Call
436-5455 after 5pm

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction,
additions, blown ceilings.
435-4036
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree .work
436-2642
GIVE your home a facelift
at working man's prices call
Country Discount Builder.
Specialties in vinyl siding,
trim & windows. Free no
obligation estimates.
Licensed and Insured
502-247-7871.
HANDYMAN will do plymbing. electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim 753-0834

LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawn for 25yrs,
would like to mow yours
now 753-8669
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets, furniture
Free estimates 753-5827

Custom WoodworkInc;
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
woad,
409 SuNOuRY MuRRAY
HAS1100

kiif

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery.
753-5668

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690.
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15,
most repairs $35 Free estimates Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri.;
753-0530

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad alter deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

ravti

LAWN mowing service. Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12 50
*15.00

During their occupational safety theme, the Kids Company Summer
Program had a visit from Nlike Sy'kes, who is a fireman for the city and
county fire departments. Mr. Sykes talked to the children about fire
safety and let the children have a close-up look at a fire engine from the
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad. Pictured are students in Mrs.
Amy Sykes and Ms. Tina Lane's kindergarten classes.

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.

YARD
SALE
?zit SEASON

1986 FORD Taurus, one
owner, dean,4dr, air,6 cyl,
$2200. 436-5233

Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Pictured with a recent Murray-Calloway County Hospital scholarship
recipient is (left) Stuart Poston, hospital administrator and ifar right 1
Steve Passmore,director of physical therapy. The scholarship recipient
is Ginna Ann Curling (center), a native of South Fulton, TN. She is
pursuing her bachekw's degree in physical therapy' at the University of
Louisville. She has completed her undergraduate work at NIurray
State University. MCCH scholarship recipients agree to work at
MCCH one year for every year they are sponsored with a scholarship.
The scholarship covers the cost of tuition, hooks and one uniform.

Horoscopes
FRIDAN...lt NE 25,1993
personal tied
base.,
For
Jeane Dixon horoso
date of birth, call I -90(1-98X-7788. Your phone compans ill
,ents a minute.,
H.‘PPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEVI. YEAR OF YOI R LIEE: A
&Cain t.iu and a loved one has e
shared for a long time could come
true soon. If it does. you will find a
tranquillity you base not erperienced for .. many sears. A job
becomes more rewaraing in September. Repay a special kindness at the
first opportunit%. Christmas finds
you feeling romantic as se ell as prolecti‘ c of ),olif
life, Be considerate. Lark in 1994. nes%
research encourage, people to in% est
in a prole-sr e lose to \our hcari

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: ino‘ie director Sidney Lumet. basketball star Willis
Reed, singer Carly Simon. comedian
Jimmie Walker.
ARIES (March I -April
Treat others as ‘ou ouki like to he
treated in the same circumstances.
Too much daydreaming could allo y,
the competition to pass you hy.(it\ e
romance a second chance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Your ink-rest in current esents helps
you uncoser valuable inside information- A languishing lose relationship could catch fire again. Bus
some Ton,apparel and gear.
G EMINI (Ma\ 21 -June 20): An
escellent day tor Hulking important
new contacts. Follow your hunches
when handlipg private affairs, hut
stick to logic in business. Diplomacy helps you ward off hostile
remarks.
CANCER dime 21 -Jul% 221:
Intellectual ties become stronger
nos+. You fonp an important friendship. Those seeking nes% uork for
nest tall had better get busy! Honing
%our skills will increase
III• earning potential.
11,E0 (Jul\ .23-Aug. 221: Pay
more attention to a co-worker's sug-

\

itk n

\on

ges11011s: 1 Ilek s:01.11 d skis C %MI 1111k'
iflopwsc
mind.
Iv
enroll in a special course.
lime Iii c'h.iiigc'‘0111
!wk. -Jrate!,..7‘
in .romance.
IR G O IAug. 2 .4 -Sept. 221: Certain restridions are lilted nois. You
are finall% able it) take tilt 111a nese
direction. Do n ot ire it'
o m e too
quickly. Romanced
must es clip at
its.-irsen •••Vt eci pace.
1.111R (Sep!. 13-Oct. 21): A
I walk ial disagreement could cause a
rift. Work :ma\ !tom the_publis eke
hut keep in Ia
ilh •01110 111e \kilo
on
can pros ide saluahle
The pieces of. a rinnantic pui/le
into place.
-Noe 21
ict.
SCORPiOD
Those w 111) die llearlIkl er.id nut ion
should not ksorr‘ too
h allow
the future. Do s our best and %on
ill find the opporiumucs ou seek
A financial situation itnpro5cs.
SAGITTARIUS t
Des..
21i: Be carelul not to put all oi our
eggs ink) one basket %% hen making
financial investmen ts. .\ s-s.alled
o
-sure thin - !sat:mall\ pretis risks.
NUCOR
ilkL• 22 Jan.
19): Careful plannin;.! :mil attention
to detail ill make a publit es cut
huge success. Think
Ask tin- a
large financial donation nom a or
porat ion
AQ1. ARIL S iJan. Ii IS
N.M1
Arguments can he as cried
MOte Nee 111 h. to separate pt)tential
not
an
-Your patience se
go unressarded. Doing a ta% or tor
someone ho is sh% cc ill help bleak
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a nd 1111111e:‘.
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.201:

ago:moil is sirengthened
11CV.•
fecei‘ed IroM those at a distankv
Legal documents are found.
inspired idea recei% e. strouv supp,,(1
from sour friend..

O
CHILDREN are natural athletes Vi hi) could bee o
TDAY'S
stars on the pla e mg held. I he are unusually patient w it Ii th
lie %ounger siblings and will alwavs ha%e friends of all ages. Although these independent
Cancerians hate to take ads ice. they love to gi‘e it! While some. people will
he evkasperated hv their Meddling. others will praise their constructi% e sun
gestions. I.o% al and generous. these Cancertane IA ill RC\ CI turn their bad, on
.a friend in need.
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SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

SHEETROCK finishing, PLUMBING repairman with
textured ceilings Larry same day service Call
436-5255
Chnsman 492-8742

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

MOWER repair Same day
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- service, 7 days week Most
try, remodeling, porches. repairs at your home Facroofing, concrete, drive- tory trained, 15 yrs experiways, painting, mainte- ence. 502-753-5299
nance, etc Free estimates.
MOWINGI Great rates, 3rd
489-2303
cut free References availANTIQUE refinishing, fur- able! 753-9100.
niture repair & custom
MULCH, pick up loads.
woodworking 753-8056
Murray 436-5560
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major WILL mow lawns Call
manufacturers. All work 753-8908.
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
RICK'S Roofing. All types
Works, 753-2455.
of roots and repairs. TorAPPLIANCE SERVICE. chon modified and rubber
Kenmore, Westinghouse, for mobile homes. 17 years
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- experience, guaranteed
perience
BOBBY work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

Scrim
Offered

Services
Offered

Chlm Chimney
1988 SWEET Water Pon- CHIM
senior
toon, 24ft, capacity 15. Sweeps has 10%
sell
75hp Mercury. sis radio, citizen discounts We
chimney caps and screens
like new, many extras,
435-4191
$5500 474-8837 evenings
1988 WAVERUNNER & COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes. trailers offices
trailer, $2500 14ft AlumaCraft with 25hp Johnson & Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560
trailer, $1200 436-2758

1976 FORD LTD, good
shape, $800 753-4243

1986
Turbo
miles,
before

530

510

Boats
& Motors

Used
Cars
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Looking Back

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 24, the 175th day of 1993. There are 190
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 24, 1948, Communist forces cut off all land and water
routes between West Germany and West Berlin, prompting the United
States to organize a massive airlift of supplies into the city's western
sector to counter the blockade.
On this date:
In 1314, the forces of Scotland's King Robert I defeated the English
in the Battle of Bannockburn.
In 1497, the first recorded sighting of North America by a European
took place as explorer John Cabot, on a voyage for England, spotted
Land, probably in present-day Canada.
In 1509, Henry VIII was crowned king of England.
In 1647, Margaret Brent, a niece of Lord Baltimore, was ejected
from the Maryland Assembly after demanding a place and vote in that
governing body.
In 1793, the first republican constitution in France was adopted.
In 1842, author-journalist Ambrose Bierce was born in Meigs
County, Ohio.
In 1908, President Cleveland, died in Princeton, N.J. He was 71.
In 1915, more than 800 people died when the excursion steamer
Eastland capsized at Chicago's Clark Street dock.
In 1940, France signed an armistice with Italy during World War II.
In 1948, the Republican National Conventicrn, meeting in Philadelphia, nominated New York Gov. Thomas E. Dewey for president.
In 1968, Resurrection City, a shantytown constructed as part of the
Poor People's March on Washington, D.C., was closed down by
authorities.
Ten years ago: The space shuttle Challenger, carrying America's
first woman in space, Sally K. Ride, coasted to a safe landing at
Edwards Air Force Base in California.
Five years ago: Pope John Paul II, on a visit to Austria, condemned
Nazism during a stopover at the Mauthausen death camp where
110,000 World- War 11 prisoners died.
One year ago: The Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision, strengthened
its 30-year ban on officially sponsored worship in public schools, prohibiting prayer as a part of graduation ceremonies.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Al Molinaro is 74. Comedian Jack Carter
is 70. Movie director Claude Chabrol is 63. Actress Michele Lee is
51. Labor Secretary Robert B. Reich is 47. Actress Nancy Allen is 43.
Thought for Today: "There is a way to look at the past. Don't hide
from it. It will not catch you if you don't repeat it." — Pearl Bailey,
American singer and actress (1918-1990).

Ten years ago

Twenty years ago

Thirty years ago

A revised budget of $2,826,991
for the 1983-84 fiscal year was
approved for the city of Murray
by the Murray City Council.
Air Force Tech Sgt. Richard A.
Baker, son of Mrs. Charles M.
Baker of Murray, was presented
Meritorious Service Medal at
Twin Cities Air Force Reserve
Base, Minnesota.
An open house was held recently at headquarters of Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Robyn Lynn Ray and Raye S.
Hornsby were married May 21 at
First Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Howard,
June 8, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney Eaker, June 19.
A picture of the students of
Palestine School in the yar of
1937 is published.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation which
serves more than 21,000 members in Calloway, Graves. Marshall and Carlisle counties, will
hold its 35th anniversary meeting
on July 14 at South Marshall
High School, according to John
Edd Walker, general manager.
Sarah Calhoun, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Calhoun, and
Paula Beth Lyons, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons, have
been a-.varded dormitory scholarships to attend Murray State University for 1973-74 school year.
Vicki Murchison and Tommy
Jones were married May 26 at
First United Methodist Church,
Fulton.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Smith,
June 11, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rollins, June 14.

Forty years ago

Dr. and Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas have been appointed as missionaries to Malaya by Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
Their appointments were
announced at RidegcresL N.C.
Hazel Parker Tutt was presented a trophy for five years'
perfect attendance as operator for
Southern Bell Telephone Company. The presentation was made
by Catherine Nutter, Murray
Chief Operator.
Mrs. Sanders Miller, Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, Mrs. Carroll M. Rogers
and Mrs. Norman Lee are new
officers of WSCS of Lynn Grove
Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Nix Ahart, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bowers
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Williams.

James Outland accepted the
cash award "gold emblem" certificate for Murray Training School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America as one of top FFA chapters in the state of Kentucky.
Margaret Ruth Atkins, Joe Tarry and Eddie Ferguson spent 3
week at Egyptian Music Camp,
DuQuoin, Ill. They were sponsored by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Paul Paschall, Mrs. Ruby
Housden and Mrs. Zollie Norsworthy were installed as new
officers of Kirksey Homemakers
Club at a meeting held at the
home of Mrs. Hugh Gingles.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Albert
Parker and daughter, Nlarie
Louise, and Mrs. Joe T. Parker
recently visited relatives and
friends in Kenton, Tcnn.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: In regard to the
jealous woman whose boyfriend
sent his 6-year-old a dozen roses,
you wrote:
"Children of divorced parents are
often the beneficiaries of extravagant gifts from fathers who feel
guilty because they can't be fulltime daddies to their children Red
flag. Abby! Mothers do this, too!
My husband's three small children live with us and visit their
mother twice a month. It's a dreaded weekend because without fail,
these kids come home with new
toys, new clothes. money. etc, It's
amazing to what lengths this
woman will go to buy these chil-

dren's love.
You're right, Al•hy --- guilt is the
motivating factor. t•ntiirtunately. it
is detrimental for the children. us it
teaches them greed and selfishness
Also, the children %%ant to know
why Daddy doesn't buy them anything. 'He can't aflOrd to hecause of
the alimony he must pay his t•xwife.)
1 hope these children tt ill under
stand what is going •In later in lite.
and not base t
r love on.him
much somtmlne huys iiir them.
IT'S HAPPENING
IX SA('RAMENTI)

DEAR HAPPENING: Most

children are materialistic; what
kids don't like gifts and clothes
and money? And later on — a
car for their 16th birthday? But
kids grow up to he thinking
adults, and where there is no
real love —only -things"— they
will eventually feel the emptiness.

DI•AR ABBY: You have championed many causes for the physically
challenged. and I thank you for all
you have done. Now, will you please
do us t Hie [Imre favor'.'
Please advise waiters. waitress-

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

NOr
stOL'VE GOT A
REAL SMART' REALLY...)
1L"06 "ri-iERE

es, night ;ittendants. and everyonc
else who serves the public. of the
following:
Because a person happt•ns
be
in a wheelchair with leg braces
or appears to be partially. paralyted
due to ptilio. cerebral palsy. a stroke
or some unknown cause - please
do not assume that he or she can
neither think nor speak.
I was badly clobbered by polio
many years ago, but have been
rehabilitated greatly, thanks to
physical therapy. my own deterimnatitm and a lot of hard work However, I am .in a wheelchair and
somewhat physically impaired
'When I am in a restaurant 'or on a
plane and food orders are being
taken, pleast• speak directly to me.
Do not turn to my companion and
ask,"And what will SIIE have'
('AN (1)\1'.111.7N1('ATE
IN MARIETTA.()Ill()
DEAR CAN COMMUNICATE:
Thank you for an important
message. Some peoplt• need to
be reminded

DEAR ABBY• Speaking oh 11111111
I laughed like crai‘ when I
was introduced to Doug Casebeer
thought. "Ile's probably a liquor or
beer salesman.- .11e wasn't. Litt I.'
did I know when I laughed
name that it would be mine one
day.
We have received in
addressed
Casber. Casper. Casbeek, Casbeep. Casbee‘ arid Casebeery Nly
favorite is Kay Spear
KRISTIN CASEBEER.
PUEBIJ I, COL()
11i10105:

CALVIN and HOBBES
Tuuzsdql, Dcof
wiNds, Good

PR°GRss sow

aify

DiScouRci-cyEd -

I'M ONLY RURPiNG — No* tcoi..1
BELcNiNG, MELLow Ro1/40•IdNE5S
REmattsts
AGIRSIotslics CoMiNG QLots11
dEvElolPiNG (3)4PlitudE

/111Pi Ski VA) S1i4OULD
KU.? A LOG WHEN
,7V!OU TAq. UP A 5Por67
isl

7

* • .

INIC7
What teens need to know about sex.
drugs. AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What
'teen Should lino%
o order, send a
business-•i•ed, self.:iddressed enl.clope,
plus check or mone:% order for 53.95
$4.50 in l'anadtio to: Dear
, Teen
liooklet. P.O. Box 417, NI•ount
III.
111054. i Postage is includer1.1

+MERE'

OOZY

CATHY
41690 Of A MAN'S BRAIN IS
IN LOVE WITH BUSINESS. I
ACCEPT AND RESPECT THAT.

F7-32070 Of HIS BRAIN 15 IN
LOVE WITH SPORTS. . 21°To
Of HIS BRAIN IS IN LOVE
WITH MEWS AND PouTics

56%7E5

r

P

IN()ITS THE
THAT 011101 LEAVES
ONE 04 IN
ONE EIRAiN CELL, MOM!
THE BACK
WOMEN TODAY ME
40U NEED A
COMPETING FOR ONE
MISERABLE 13RAIN CELL !_,) 1 NICE 8I8 801T
f
OONE

/4ii.v

1101111(1

91. Vt.i..
j
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Dr. Gott

1

00 YOU HAIE
ANY THAT
SrAELLS LIKE
POT ROAST
THAT'S MOW I
REELED HER
FATHER IN

By Peter IL Gott, NI 11

Structures, organs and accessories(shown
actual size) pertaining to Mellisuga helenae,
the world's smallest hummingbird.
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Crosswords
FOR BETTER

or

ACROSS

FOR WORSE

WHATCH,R DOING,LIZARD BREATH
LUFfiEfZII\
THELAWN

VOL/fESUPPOSED To
S0PK Fr,ccor=oS!-USE
THE SPRINKLF..13

-yco

lall\M STAND
R-4ERE.F11.1.. DAY

1 Priest's
vestment
4 Fire remnants
9 Greek letter
12 Edible seed
13 Declare
14 Deface
15 Sunburn
16 Surfeit
17 Certain
18 Food
programs
20 Exist
21 Diphthong
23 Three: prefix
24 Gunner's
compartment
28 Condensed
moisture
30 Long sleds
32 Solo
34 Hard-shelled
fruit
35 Sicilian
volcano
36 Commission

OH,WeLL,IF VOU
lOPENNA BE A BUTTHEAD

• THERE,'S NO RDINT
IN ASKING
Wily

II

(MO)

GARFIELD
DON'T SUPPOSE
iT WOULD HURT
TO ASK

MAY
BORROW A
CUP OF
SPARROW?

ACTUALLY,
IT DID
HURT

0'44-1

'
iL•41••••• JIM fIAVI4 62'f

4
C MON 0-IARLIE
BROWN!SPES NO
PITCPER SHE'S
;ONLY A 6IRL I

WELL, I'M ONLY YOUR SISTER,
YOU BLOCKHEAD!!

merchant
39 Big , Calif
40 Sowed
41 Base
43 -This — Your
Life44 XVII x III
and
45
Lovers'
47 Partner
50 Stun
51 Tint
54 Time gone by
55 Carouse
56 Kind
57 Evergreen
shrub
58 Pitchers
59 Born

Answer to Previous Puzzle
B A D

E G O
ELI
L I
LAD
A
A
A
RE
0

E E L'S
F-A-7 1111
G A OW
R I ;T
BIG
A
E R
DUN
E
T

GICIE3100
A

BUS

EL

A
A P

G ERS
E LA
B
RA
A U
T
D
A
ELS E

TA M E
6-24

C

-A
A

A
K

E
R •E

I PS
S A DI
1993 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
7 Summer in
Pans
8 Compass
point
9 Large bird
10 Sailor
colloq

11 Metric
measure
17 Kind of
fabric
19 That thing
20 Insect -21 Second
President
Uncanny
22
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
2
3
1
24 Adding
machine
14
13
25 Rodents
12UU
26 Boredom
17
16
27 Former
Russian
isUU
18
20
rulers
19
29 Broad
31 Hobo
25 26 27
24
23
21 22
33 Unsound.
confused
31
30
37 Hawaiian
28U29
wreath
35
34
33
38 Stories
321U
42 You and I
39
38
37
36
45 Flutter
46 Leg part
43
41
42
47 Spring month
48 Mature
40UUUUU
46
49 Haul
44
50 Condensed
45UUU
moisture
51
1111
47 48 ill
52 Rubber tree
53 Piece out
iii
54
5611 55 Concerning
59
57
1 Suitable
2 Meadow
3 Wedding ring
4 Declare
5 Posted
6 Chapeaus

UUUUUU
U• UUU

kail

rlull

Mho ., the
DEAR 1)11
inflammation that 'gets under the rib cage. causing pain and discomfort- 1,
there a treatment for this eiltoliliori•
DEAR READER I'm not !-sur-i• v.hat
you mean Pleurisy ImIlaminatem
the lung covering , can catit• pain
beneath the ribs This is caused by
infection. blood clots or unury The
pain is typically worsened hy deep
breathing
Costochondritis is another source
of chest pain in the area you describt•
It is due to an inflammation of I he
tilage that attaches the ribs to the
over the hi t•r
breast bone. and
chest
to themselves The cause is
unknown.
Finally. a variety of non pulmonar,
diseases can cause pain under the
ribs. These include gallbladder disor
ders, a swollen liver. an enlarge()
spleen. and abdominal distension that
may push the diaphragm up. causing
the perception of chest discomfort
These various conditions are (bag
nosed by blood tests and X rays
Treatment depends on the cause
DEAR 1)11 (OTT I'm an 83-year
old ambitious man diagnosed with
prostate cancer that is traxeline to tin'
bone I've had an orehieuitimy, yet the
cancer has spread to my lymph sys
tern Do you know of any treatment.
even of the experimental type. that
might help me'
DEAR READER Hormone therapy
for prostate cancer is now universally
prescribed, if the tumor has spread
beyond the prostate gland itself The
two most commonly used drugs are
I.upron iwhich suppresses the pro
duction of testosterone' and Eulexm
iwhich blocks the effects of testos
teronei.
Ask your doctor about this Given
your situation. I believe you should be
on one (or bothi of these medications
In addition, prostate cancer that has
spread to bone is often treated with
radiation to shrink the tumor and
relieve pain In your case, you have
not exhausted the possibilities of traditional treatment, therefore, you
needn't consider experimental thera
py yet.
To give you more information on
this subject. I am sending you a free

copy of my Health Report "The
Prostate Gland "
1993 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Have You Renewed Your Paper?

Storytelling festival
part of Freedom Fest
•

•

The second Murray Summer
Storytelling Festival will begin at
noon on Saturday. July 3, as pan of
Freedom Fest 1993. The full afternoon of storytelling will be set in
and around Loveu Auditorium on
the campus of Murray State
University.
The event will feature "The Spinners," the professional storytelling
troupe of the National Scouting
Museum. It will be the group's first
public appearance since the taping
of a series of programs for thc
Americana Television Network at
Owensboro's Riverpark Center on
May 30.
Spinners Jay Overton, Roderick
Reed,Steve Ross and Robert Valentine will be joined by special guests
Caleb Brown,Kentucky'schampion
high school storyteller, and folk
singer Gretchen Hines-Ward.
Storytelling will begin at noon
under the trees of MSU Quadrangle
and will shift to air-conditioned
Loam Auditorium for main programs beginning at 12:30. Programs
will begin on the hour until 5:00
p.m.
An "Open Fire" storytelling is
scheduled for 1 p.m. Anyone who
would like to tell a story not longer
than 8 minutes can share a story or
two,and may be invited to join the
Spinners on the mainstagc for the 4
p.m. final telling. For more information, contact the National Scouting Museum at 762-3185.

Homemade James Bond
weapons land man in jail
HAWTHORNE, N.Y. (AP) —
A man transformed beepers into
lethal James Bond-style miniguns, winding up in jail after
complaining to police that others
were stealing his idea, police
said.
Police raided Norman Williams' home in Mount Vernon on
Tuesday and seized three pistols
encased in pagers and rigged to
fire through electronic impulses
from a battery.
Authorities said it was the first
time they had seen beepers transformed into weapons.
"These guns are right out of a
lames Bond film," said Westchester County Executive
Andrew O'Rourke.
Williams, 30, was, held on
S25.000 bail on weapons possession charges.

When you receive your subscription order blank to
renew your paper please mail no later than the 24th of
each month. This will help insure that your service will
not be interrupted.
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PRICES GOOD

WRITING PROJECT PARTICIPANT -- Doris Cella, co-director of
the Purchase Area Writing Project at Murray State University, offers
advice on writing to Sheila Henry,an eighth grade teacher at Murray
Middle School. Henry is among 20 Kentucky classroom teachers
participating in the 8th annual Purchase Area Writing Project at
Murray State University. The five-week long program, which began
June 7, is a joint effort between Murray State and the Kentucky
Summer Writing Project and is funded by the Kentucky legislature.
Teachers receive six hours of graduate-level credit by attending the
intensive training sessions aimed at promoting improved writing
instruction in public schools.
MSU photo by Barry Johnson
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No Work
No Mixing
No Mess

E-Z Deck Wash

Contract Bridge
The Grand Slam Force
Tomorrow: Test your play.
used here after North jump-raises
South dealer.
his partner to four diamonds. At this
North-South vulnerable.
point South should feel certain of a
NOIKTH
small slam and should seriously con•73
✓ K .I 1042
sider the possibility of a grand slam.
• A K .1 8
The potential grand slam in diamonds does notdepend on how many
+.16
points or aces North has; it rests
EAST
NN'I•:ST
•K 864 2 solely on the question of whether
• .1 10 5
VA965
North hasthe A-K oftrumps.If North
•Q 8 7 3
•9 5
•6 3
has them, a grand slam is virtually
+94
certain. If North does not have them,
+ 752
South should settle for six.
SOUTH
Accordingly,South leaps to five
4. A9
notrump — the grand slam force -•Q 10 7 4 2
asking his partner to bid seven ofthe
agreed trump suit if he hastwo ofthe
+A K Q 108 3
three top trump honors.
The bidding:
South West
North duly bids seven diamonds,
North East
Pass
Pass
which is easily made. In bidding the
I
IV
Pass
4•
Pass
grand slam, North does not weigh
2•
Pass
the overall value of his hand; he
5 NT
7•
simply obeys South's command to
Opening lead — queen of spades.
There are many slain-oriented define his trump holding. With only
conventions,butone ofthe most valu- the ace or king of trumps. North
able is the so-called grand slam force. would rebid six diamonds.
The only danger associated with
The GSF is not a new convention
(now about60 years old)butit gener- using the grand slam force is that
ally has not been accepted as a work- one player or the other may misread
ing tool by the average bridge player. it as part of the Blackwood convenThis is rather strange,sincethe grand tion asking for kings.The Blackwood
slam force is easy to apply and hard five notrump bid asking for kings,
to abuse.‘ Furthermore, there are however, is always preceded by a
many more liblitts than usual atstake four notrump bid asking for aces,so
when the occasion for its use arises. there should be no confusion in this
Let's see how the convention is regard.

NO GIMMICKS!
At Purdom Furniture
we sell merchandise

EVERYDAY AT
THE LOWEST
PRICE POSSIBLE

599

r
1- 10

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Home Investment Company Since 1884

Sale Prices Good

VISA

ouorvut

Mon.-Fri. 7304; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1-5
at Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and Lake City

°RN-AUSTIN'S.
FAMOUS
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
MEN'S
• Suits Starting at $6995

1/2
Price

No Gimmicks!
No Hidden Costs!

White-Silver-Black
Galvanized Steel

5 gal.
Driveway Sealer

• Sportcoats Starting at $1995
• Dress
Hundreds
Trousers Starting at $1995
• Colored
Dress Shirts !Volt $1495
• Pinpoint Oxford
Long Sleeved
/
Dress Shirts'/2 Price

LADIES DEPARTMENT

30%.50%off
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE DEPT!

Sofas
Little Profit
For Us...

$399

BIG SAVINGS
TO YOU!!!

BOY'S DEPARTMENT

Hurry In Now..,
Selections Are Fantastic!

90 Days
Same As Cash!
fro Qmittiod Ehlers)

• Shorts
• Knits

1/2 Price

• Jean Shorts
& More!

Entire Selection
VISA
MC
DISCOVER

PURDOM

Furniture & Mattress
202 South 5th St., Murray • 753-4872

LAYAWAY
AVAILABLE

CORN -AUSTIN
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

